ABSTRACT
Kendirci, R., 2012. Iron Age Aeolic Style Capitals in the Israel and Palestine Area. Master’s
thesis in Classical Archaeology and Ancient History, Uppsala University.

This thesis contains descriptions and definitions of the Iron Age Proto-Aeolic capitals from
Israel - Palestine area. The modern area, which my materials cover is Israel and Jordan. The
time period of the capitals is between the 9th century BC and the late 8th or the beginning of
the 7th century BC. Attention has been put on issues of typological characteristics, usage and
time periods of the capitals and how this, through the new examples, described here for the
first time, created a new typology and usage for the Proto-Aeolic capitals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background and presentation of the capitals
These capitals are characterized by spiral volutes on each ends.1 The word volute simply
means spiral. The term, used in an architectural sense, refers to a spiral motif used as a
decorative feature, especially on top of pilasters and columns in the Levant and the SyroPalestine area. We know double-spiral designs from Early Bronze Age jewellery, ivories and
ceramics. By the late second millennium BC the design had been joined to the current styles
of floral decoration where it appeared as the curvature of flower petals or leaves, palm fronds
and tendrils.2 There are several suggestions for the origin of the type. One of the theories
suggests that it was developed from Bronze Age palm designs like the sacred tree3 or tree of
Life.4 According to this proposal, the Proto-Aeolic capital would have spread from Assyria
and Mesopotamia to the northern Syro-Palestine area. According to the second theory the
tradition developed from Egyptian lotus5 and lily capitals.6 A third theory suggests a Hittite
origin and the fourth one suggests that it developed from Mycenaean and Minoan art.7 While
the locality where the transition to monumental stone architecture first occurred is not known
with certainly, several pieces of evidence point toward the Syro-Palestinian coast. The areas
which are important for the early development of this style are definitely Mesopotamia,
Assur, the Syro-Palestinian coast and Egypt.
The Iron Age Proto-Aeolic capitals are among the most impressive and special finds
discovered in archaeological excavations in Israel and Jordan (Map 1). They have constituted
several distinctive features. The specific elements include the central triangle or isosceles
triangle8, the base, sometimes abacus, the volute spirals which give this capital its name, the
stylized leaves or petals which can be used both above and below the volute, and concentric
circles near the top of the central triangle (Fig. 1). It should be noted that not all Proto-Aeolic
capitals have all these elements. The size of the capitals, their weight, the quality of their
carving, and their impressive design provide an indication of their function in the gates and

1

Drinkard 1997, 249.
Betancourt 1977, 17.
3
Engberg 1935, 35-36.
4
Leick 1988, 41.
5
Goodyear 1887, 271.
6
Borchardt 1897, 18.
7
Fimmen 1921, 202.
8
Lamon & Shipton 1939, 56.
2
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palaces of the ancient kingdoms of Israel, Judah, Moab, and Amman,9 although none have
been found in their original setting. Most of them were re-used in later walls or some of them
can be found from different structures like in columbarium of Ramat Raḥel.10
The discussion of the Proto-Aeolic, also known as Proto-Ionic, Palmette, Volute or
Stone capitals11, first appears in reference to Palestinian architecture shortly after G.
Schumacher's excavation of Tell el-Mutasellim, Biblical Megiddo, in 1903. In his excavation
Schumacher uncovered the first of these capitals, which he termed Proto-Ionic.12 Shiloh
suggested naming this capitals ‘Palmette’ or ‘Israelite capitals’ but both these names are
problematic13. The palmetto (Hebrew Tīmōrāh) is mentioned in the Hebrew Bible 19 times,
usually in reference to engravings or plaints on straight surfaces like walls or doors and
always in relation to the temple. However, the Proto-Aeolic capitals have consistently been
found in archaeological contexts of city gates or palaces. According to Stern and Magen, it
can be agreed that the palm tree motif is the main artistic inspiration for the decoration on the
capitals but it seems that the biblical palmetto/tīmōrāh has no connection to the Proto-Aeolic
capitals.14 The name ‘Israelite capitals’ might have been appropriate as long as scholars
connected it with the reign of Solomon in the 10th century BC. But it is clear today that the
Proto-Aeolic capitals were first made during the Omride dynasty in the 9th century BC and
continued in use in the Kingdoms of Judah, Moab, and Amman, even after the fall of the
Kingdom of Israel. The neutral term ‘volute capital’ suggested by A. Ciaska and it describes
the typical decoration of the capitals15. But this term can use for the other capitals which have
volute because of that I will not use this term in my thesis. The other terms for these capitals
are Proto-Ionic and Proto-Aeolic. They have their origin in classical Greek architectural
terms: Ionic from the Ionic order and Aeolic from the Aeolic style first found in the
northwestern area of Turkey known as Aeolis. The "proto" prefix indicates that the
Palestinian examples actually pre-date any known Aeolic or Ionic examples. In general,
earlier works until the 1940s and 1950s used the term Proto-Ionic for these capitals, whereas
more recent works since the late 1950s have used the term Proto-Aeolic. According to me, the
term of Proto-Aeolic is enough to understand these capitals today so I use this term for my
thesis.
9

Lipschits 2011, 203.
Shiloh 1979, 9.
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Franklin 2011, 129.
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Schumacher 1908, 119.
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Shiloh 1979, 90-91.
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Stern & Magen 2002, 50-52.
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Ciaska 1961, 189-197; Wesenberg 1971, 65-68; Betancourt 1977, 4.
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All the capitals at the major royal sites are found in connection with splendid ashlar
masonry comprising significant parts of well-planned complexes at these sites from the ninth
century BC onwards.16 These Proto-Aeolic capitals are found not only in the Southern Levant
but across the Eastern Mediterranean, particularly on Cyprus. In later centuries this style
decorated palaces from Mudaybi to Etruria, and was used on a variety of capitals, stele,
ceramic shrines, carved ivories, and other items.17 It seems that the influence most likely went
in the opposite direction, from Canaan-Phoenicia to Greece, rather than vice-versa. It might
have reached Greece by intermission from Cyprus.18

1.2. Research questions

In this study I will be looking at what the origin can be of these capitals. I will also be looking
at how we can create a new typology for the Proto-Aeolic capitals. And what are the
differences between the Proto-Aeolic capitals of the Kingdom of Israel and the Kingdom of
Jordan? Finally I will try to explain how and where they were used in the ancient buildings.

1.3. Method

In this thesis, initially, the naming problem of the capital is considered. In this context, the
term of Proto-Aeolic is chosen and the reasons are given in the introduction. These ProtoAeolic capitals are found not only in the Israel and Jordan, they also found in the different
regions as Neandria or Cyprus and Etruria. They also have similarities with the Aeolic
capitals of the Larissa, Alazeytin, Euramos, Datça-Körmen and Pedasa from Turkey.19 Due to
the width of subject, this thesis is not including these areas. The similarities, differences and
the regional interaction of these capitals should be examined separately in different studies.
There are several types of Proto-Aeolic capitals based on their details of the relief
ornamentation. In contrast, the method of working is identical on all the capitals. There are
some stages in the carving of Proto-Aeolic capitals and all are given in chapter 2, Forming of
the Proto-Aeolic capitals. However, there are three types of stone used in these capitals, Nari
limestone, Chalk and Mizzi Ahmar stone and the characteristic features of these stones are
given in chapter 3, Stone materials of the Proto-Aeolic capitals.
16

Whitelam 1986, 170.
Joffe 2002, 442.
18
Leick 1988, 41.
19
Baran 2010, 8-20.
17
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The typological classifications of the capitals were first made by Betancourt and
thereafter by Shiloh. The capitals are separated into four groups by Betancourt, but it was
quite rough. Two years later in 1979, five types were created by Shiloh and this classification
has been accepted by all scholars. But, with the recent excavations, new Proto-Aeolic capitals
are discovered from the different ancient sites and according to me, these discovers have
necessitated a new classification. In chapter 4, Classification of the Proto-Aeolic capitals,
previous classifications and the new types are which created by me will be presented.
The definitions of position, origin and the dating of the capitals will be described in
chapters 5 and 6. In the previous studies, as a result of research of the positioning of the
capitals in the various buildings, three possibilities arise. The quality of finish can serve as a
scale for determining the manner in which the particular capital had been positioned. On this
basis, several methods of positioning the Proto-Aeolic capitals were suggested by Shiloh but
we should add one more possible position for the capitals today.
Finally in catalogue, all the measurements, find spots and the description of the
capitals are given. Also this is the first catalogue which contains all of the Proto-Aeolic
capitals and descriptions.

1.4. Research History

As mentioned above, the first Proto-Aeolic capital from Israel was discovered (M1) in
Megiddo by Gottlieb Schumacher and it was published in his book Tell el-Mutasellim (Tel
Megiddo) in 1908.20 After him four more capitals were discovered in the 1925-1926
excavation season by the Oriental Institute team and Clarence S. Fisher. In their publication
one of those has not been published with a photo nor a description in any of the
archaeological reports, but according to Fisher and Robert Lamon this capital is identical to
the other ones. The capitals which were found in building 338 (M2, M3) and from the
southern area of the Megiddo mound (M4, M5) were published in Fisher’s book The
Excavation of Armageddon in 1929.21 However, the possible origin of these five capitals was
discussed in the book Material Remains of the Megiddo Cult which was written by Herbert
Gordon May in 1935.22 In 1939, Robert S. Lamon & Geoffrey M. Shipton published the
volume Megiddo I and they add three identical (M6, M8, M9) and one miniature (M11) Proto-

20

Schumacher 1908, 118-120.
Fisher 1929, 68-73.
22
May 1935, 39-42.
21
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Aeolic capitals from Megiddo.23 Forty-seven years later a large fragment of a bifacial ProtoAeolic capital (M10) was published by Yigal Shiloh in his article ‘New Proto-Aeolic capitals
found in Israel’ in 1976. Shiloh also published another fragment of a different Proto-Aeolic
capital (M13) found next to it.24 An additional fragment (M12), the provenance of which is
unknown, is mentioned in the University of Chicago archives. The last Proto-Aeolic capital
from Megiddo (M7) was purchased in 1932 by the Rockefeller Museum in Jerusalem.
In the 1930s, the Joint Expedition to Samaria-Sebastia in Israel, directed by John W.
Crowfoot, discovered six nearly-identical Proto-Aeolic capitals. Three were found reused as
simple building blocks in the foundations of a late Roman building (S1, S2, S3) and another
three in the vicinity of one of the Hellenistic towers (S4, S5, S6). These Samarian capitals
were published by Crowfoot, K. M. Kenyon and E. L. Sukenik in their book The Buildings at
Samaria in 1942.25 In the foundation of the Roman Theater in the fill beneath the upper
section of the cavea that rested on the retaining walls of the Israelite acropolis to the north, a
large fragment of a Proto-Aeolic capital was discovered (S7). This seventh Proto-Aeolic
capital of Samaria is published by Yigal Shiloh in his article ‘New Proto-Aeolic capitals
found in Israel’ in 1976.
At Hazor in Israel two nearly-identical Proto-Aeolic capitals were discovered (H1,
H2). They were found in secondary use in Area B, Room 3264, which is associated with
Stratum VII and it is thought that they were originally in use in the fort of Stratum VIII
(3090). The capitals which were discovered during the fourth excavation season in 1957/1958
were published by Yigal Yadin in his article ‘The fourth season of excavations at Hazor’ in
1959.
Three Proto-Aeolic capitals are known from Tel Dan in Israel. In the 1984 excavation
season a fragment of a capital was found in secondary use embedded in the upper gate at the
site and it was published in Israel Exploration Journal 35 (1985) by A. Biran in his article
‘Notes and news: Tel Dan, 1984’.26 In addition, a complete Proto-Aeolic capital was
unearthed in the 1992 excavation season, embedded in the floor south of the entrance to the
gateway (Area A, Locus 5133) and it was published by A. Biran in his book Biblical Dan in
1994.27 In the same location, a fragment of another capital was found, which was not
published and is kept today at the Hebrew Union College, Jerusalem.
23

Lamon & Shipton 1939, 55-56.
Shiloh 1976, 67-70.
25
Crowfoot et. al. 1942, 16.
26
Biran 1985, 186.
27
Biran 1994, 241-242.
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Two almost complete Proto-Aeolic capitals and a small fragment of a third were
discovered on Mount Gerizim in Israel. They were found on the eastern slope of the site,
below the flight of steps that led into the temple (Locus 7019 and 7035), amid a large
concentration of fallen stones, together with pottery dated mainly to the Persian and
Hellenistic periods. E. Stern and Y. Magen correctly classified these Proto-Aeolic capitals
with the Iron Age capitals, even though they represent a unique type unlike the other capitals
known from the Omride kingdom.28
There are four complete and nine fragments of Proto-Aeolic capitals discovered from
Ramat Raḥel in Israel. This ancient site was first excavated in 1930-1931 by Benjamin Mazar
and Moshe Stekelis, under the auspices of the Israel Exploration Society. These were limited
rescue excavations. After them in 1954, Yohanan Aharoni conducted a salvage excavation
sponsored by the Israel Department of Antiquities. Ten Proto-Aeolic capitals were unearthed
in Aharoni’s excavations at Ramat Raḥel. Two complete capitals were found in the palace
courtyard of Stratum VA, near the southern casemate wall. The first (RR1) was uncovered in
Locus 229 and the second (RR2) was discovered nearby, embedded in a wall dated to the
Persian period. These two Proto-Aeolic capitals were published in Israel Exploration Journal
6 by Aharoni in his article ‘Excavations at Ramat Raḥel, 1954: Preliminary report’ in 1956.29
However, a fragment of a Proto-Aeolic capital (RR5) was discovered by Yehudah Dayan,
embedded in an old fence at the western slope of the site and published in 1960 by Aharoni in
his article ‘The Second Excavation Season at Ramat Raḥel (Second Season, 1959)’.30 An
additional complete capital (RR8) was found in the eastern part of the palace courtyard, near
Gate 375 and a fragment (RR4) was discovered in Square V16 in the northern part of the
courtyard, south of Locus 281. This complete capital and a fragment were published in 1962
by Aharoni in his book Excavations at Ramat Raḥel 1959/1960.31 The last complete capital
(RR10) was found in secondary use in Columbarium 800 and was published in 1964 by
Aharoni in his book Excavations at Ramat Raḥel, 1961–1962.32 Fragments of four additional
capitals which were published in same book were found in the palace courtyard: One
fragment (RR3) was unearthed near the casemate wall in the southern part of the courtyard,
next to the two complete capitals that were found there earlier.33 Three other fragments (RR6,
RR7 and RR9) were excavated in the eastern part of the palace courtyard, one of them
28

Stern & Magen 2002, 49-50.
Aharoni 1956, 141-142.
30
Aharoni 1960, 95.
31
Aharoni 1962, 14-29.
32
Aharoni 1964, 54.
33
Aharoni 1964, 142.
29
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embedded in a wall of the Roman bathhouse, and another embedded in a wall associated with
Stratum IVA, near Gate 375 in Locus 396.34 Three more fragments of Proto-Aeolic capitals
were found during the renewed excavations at Ramat Raḥel. One fragment was discovered on
the surface during the 2005 excavation season in Area B1, Square B157. Another fragment
was found under a level of fallen stones during the 2007 excavation season in Area C1 south,
Locus 824. This collapsed wall was composed of large stones and was part of a destruction
level dated to the end of the Persian or the beginning of the Hellenistic period. A third
fragment was discovered during the 2008 excavation season in Area B2, Locus 10064. These
three fragments can be added to some of the fragments discovered by Aharoni, and until a
detailed study is made of all the fragments discovered at Ramat Raḥel, there is no way to
determine whether there are more than ten Proto-Aeolic capitals at the site.35
At Jerusalem in Israel two fragments of one and the same Proto-Aeolic capital were
discovered in 1962 by Kathleen M. Kenyon during her excavations in the City of David and
they were published in 1963 by Kenyon in her article ‘Excavations in Jerusalem, 1962’ in
Palestine Exploration Quarterly 95. They were found out of context in an accumulation of
ashlar blocks (Area P, Square A XVIII). The ashlar accumulation, in which the capital
fragments were discovered, was uncovered below a level dated by Kenyon to the 5th–3rd
centuries BC.
There are five Proto-Aeolic capitals from Mudaybi in Jordan. Since the time of Nelson
Glueck’s surveys, one Proto-Aeolic capital, found on the surface, has been known from
Mudaybi and it was published by Glueck in his article ‘Further explorations in eastern
Palestine’ in 1933. Until a few years ago, it was still in the same location at the site but
recently it was removed and stored in the storages of the Jordanian antiquities department.
Three additional fragments of Proto-Aeolic capitals were found in August 1982, during a tour
conducted by Ivan Negueruela at the site and they were published same year by him in his
article ‘The Proto-Aeolic capitals from Mudeibiʾa, in Moab’ in Annual of the Department of
Antiquities of Jordan 26. According to Negueruela, the first fragment was found about a
meter to the west of Glueck’s Proto-Aeolic capital, the second one was found about two
meters west of the first one, and the third fragment was found in secondary use in a late
reconstruction of the inner wall, about a meter west of the second one.36 These two ProtoAeolic capitals that were discovered and described by Negueruela were fully exposed during

34

Aharoni 1964, 28-29.
Lipschits 2011, 209.
36
Negueruela 1982, 395-396.
35
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the excavation season conducted in 2001 by Mattingly and Pace. Another complete capital
was discovered in 1997, during excavations carried out at the outer gate of the citadel (Square
N-9 in Area B) and this was published by Joel F. Drinkard in his article ‘New volute capital
discovered’ in Biblical Archaeologist 60/4.37
The capital from Ain-Sara just west of el-Kerak in Jordan was found in 1983 in
secondary use in a modern wall. The capital was first published in a brief note ‘Chronique
archéologique: Ghor eṣ-Ṣāfī et Wadi el-Kerak (1983)’ by H. Donner and E. A. Knauf in
Revue Biblique.38 It was photographed by the Kerak Resources Project in 1997. It is located at
Ain Sara on the Wadi Kerak road, 3.8 km west of Kerak. The capital is cemented in to an
outdoor garden wall of the Ain Sara park and restaurant. The original provenance of this
capital is not known. It is reported to have been found in the vicinity of Ain Sara.
The last ancient site from which the Proto-Aeolic capitals came is Amman in Jordan.
The first fragmentarily preserved capital was discovered during Mohammad Najjar’s
excavations at the citadel in 1993 and it was published by him in his article ‘Ammanite
monumental architecture’ in 1999.39 The fragment was embedded in a wall dating to the
Ummayd period. Drinkard reported the identification of a fragment of a Proto-Aeolic capital
in a secondary use in the lower citadel of Amman, east of the remains of a Roman temple. A
second fragment of a Proto-Aeolic capital was displayed in 2001 in the parking lot of the
Amman Fort museum, having been uncovered on an unknown occasion in excavations inside
the citadel. This fragment is of a different type from the others found at Amman and Moab.
The central triangle here is much narrower and has only one outline, and the volute as a whole
is much wider. It is difficult to suggest a date and origin for this fragment.
The basic studies on the Proto-Aeolic capitals have been made by Yigal Shiloh in his
book The Proto Aeolic Capital and Israelite Ashlar Masonry and Philip. P. Betancourt The
Aeolic Style in Architecture. These books deal with the capitals dated to the Iron Age which
was found in the Israel-Palestinian region. Shiloh and Betancourt have gathered some 34
Proto-Aeolic stone capitals from six Palestinian sites: 2 from Hazor, 13 from Megiddo, 7 from
Samaria, 10 from Ramat Rahel, one from Jerusalem, and one from Mudaybi in Transjordan.40
In 1997, Joel F. Drinkart wrote an article where he assembled forty-one of these capitals.41
With recent studies this number has increased to forty-nine. To their list at Proto-Aeolic
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capitals, I have been able to add, 3 more fragments from Ramat Raḥel, 4 more from Mudaybi,
one from Ain Sara, 3 from Tel Dan and 2 from Amman and finally 3 from Mount Gerizim.

2. FORMING OF THE PROTO-AEOLIC CAPITALS

There are several types of Proto-Aeolic capitals based on their details of the relief
ornamentation. In contrast, the method of working is identical on all the capitals. There are
some stages in the carving to form Proto-Aeolic capitals (Fig. 2). Initially, an ashlar block is
cut out to the requisite external dimensions, as with any other ashlar. On the sides not to be
dressed and smoothed in subsequent stages such as the base, sides, top and back, there remain
clear traces of diagonal dressing done with a broad chisel in short, oblique strokes. If the face
of the capital was not subsequently finished, traces of this initial dressing remained there too.
After that stage the stonemason was well aware of the function of the capital whether
atop a freestanding pillar or upon an engaged pier, whether sunk into the wall of a structure or
whether merely abutting it. Later the elements were emphasized on the face of the capital. The
outlines of the capital were marked including the upper and lower leaves, the outer edges of
the volutes and the base of the triangle at the center, as well as the top of capital and the
abacus if available.
After this process the stonemason prepared the capital for the principal ornamentation.
The traces of the initial dressing were removed by using a narrower chisel and applying more
even strokes. After the finer finish it is more difficult to discern traces of the rough dressing.
On those capitals which are well finished, all sides are smoothed like the Hazor examples.
Also the double capitals are smoothly dressed all around. The main purpose at this stage was
the preparation and smoothing of the face of the capital prior to the carving of the relief. The
smooth dressing of this stage also represents the final finishing of those parts of the capital
which were to receive no further dressing.
With the last stage the capital regains its final appearance. All the external lines of the
capital had already been fixed, and the sides and front had been smoothed. First the outlines
of the relief pattern were scratched lightly into the surface. These guidelines have been
preserved in only isolated instances, where they could not be obliterated during the actual
carving and the later finishing, without damaging the pattern proper. Such traces are visible
on RR1, at the apex of the central triangle. The depth of grooves of the relief differs from
capital to capital. On some they reach a depth of about a centimeter while on others they are
2-3 cm deep. On the Ramat Rahel and Jerusalem capitals, there is more depth around the
15

concentric circles flanking the top of the triangle. At this stage, the stonemason carved only
the lines of the relief. The width of the lines of the relief is not consistent, varying between 2.5
cm and 7 cm. The capitals are not identical in the section of the lines of the relief. Usually, the
section is left square or rectangular. On the Hazor capitals the section is trapezoidal. In the
excellent workmanship displayed in the carving of Ramat Rahel capitals, the section is
generally semicircular but on R1 the section is slightly shaped like a parallelogram. The
capital of Jerusalem was the most elaborated one; the section there is more than semicircular,
achieving a delicacy and fine finish. With the carving of the lines of the relief, the work of
ornamenting the capital has been completed. Also, some grooves and holes were cut into the
capital. On the surfaces the remains of them were hidden. They were created to facilitate the
bonding of the capital within the construction. This feature is found on the top of M4 and M5,
where there are also a curved canal and square sockets. However, there are grooves on the top
of J1. On the top of Ramat Rahel capitals there is a central groove running the width of the
abacus.

3. STONE MATERIALS OF THE PROTO-AEOLIC CAPITALS
Nari limestone: The term nari comes from the Arabic word ‘nar’ which means fire, alluding to
its use in limekilns. It was first introduced by Blanckenhorn in 1905 to designate a special
variety of caliche that forms by surface, or near-surface, alteration of permeable calcareous
rocks. Nari occurs in the drier parts of the Mediterranean climatic region, through the
combined effects of dissolution and re-deposition of calcium carbonate. Nari is distinguished
by a fine network of veins, which surround not replaced remnants of the original rock. The
nari stone often contains clastic rock particles such as flint, hard limestone or dolostone and,
locally, shells of sub-recent terrestrial gastropods. The nari stone crust in Israel, which reaches
a maximum thickness of at least 6 m, develops preferentially on Cretaceous and Tertiary
chalks, but is also found on the chalky cementing material of conglomerates. It is thus
widespread in the Galilee, Mount Carmel, the Judean and the Shomron Mountains.42 There
are different types of this stone, for example the stone material of the Samaria capitals is in
soft nari limestone and the capitals of Ramat Rahel are of soft gray nari limestone. Nari, of
good crystallization and hardness, can be a convenient stone material which can easily be
dress and work.
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Mizzi Ahmar: The Mizzi Ahmar stone consists of homogeneous, fine-crystalline,
dense, very hard dolomite, composed of a uniform mosaic of subhedral to euhedral crystals,
about 40 pm across. The rock is practically impervious, with an average porosity of 2.6% and
a permeability of 0.13 millidarcys.43 It is a reddish dolomitic limestone and most of it is
mined in the area surrounding Jerusalem and Bethlehem. The Proto-Aeolic capital from
Jerusalem (J1) was made of this fine limestone.
Chalk: It is a soft, white, porous sedimentary rock, a form of limestone composed of
the mineral calcite. It forms under reasonably deep marine conditions from the gradual
accumulation of minute calcite plates (coccoliths) shed from micro-organisms called
coccolithophores. There is just one capital or possibly a fragment of a stele from Megiddo
(M11) which was made of soft chalky limestone.
As can be seen many of the capitals from the Iron Age in Israel and Jordan were made
of nari limestone and related types. Only two examples from Jerusalem and Megiddo were
made of different stone materials. The nari limestone was probably chosen because of its
variety and ease of processing.

4. CLASSIFICATION OF THE PROTO-AEOLIC CAPITALS

Proto-Aeolic capitals were classified initially by Betancourt and secondly by Shiloh. In
Betancourt’s typology the capitals were gathered under four groups. The first group includes
the biggest capitals from Megiddo, known as M4 and M5. The second group includes all the
other capitals from Megiddo and all capitals from Samaria. The third group includes the two
capitals from Hazor and the final group includes the capitals of Ramat Rahel, Jerusalem and
Mudaybi. After his rough classification, Shiloh classified 27 of the 34 capitals in his study
from 1979 and 5 types were created by him.44 According to me, this classification should be
reconsidered today and new types should add to it (Fig. 3). For example, the Mudaybi capital
was added to type E by Shiloh together with the Ramat Rahel and the Jerusalem capitals, but
this capital differs from them in its dimension, type of central triangle and the processing of
the volutes. There was just one capital found from Mudaybi in the time of Shiloh`s study and
he examined it together with the Ramat Rahel and Jerusalem capitals, but today there are four
more capitals from Mudaybi and they should be considered under a separate category. Also
one more capital was found from Ain Sara and it is nearly the same as the Mudaybi capitals. It
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differs from the Mudaybi examples at the base of the triangle and in the processing of the
volutes. Only this capital has two base lines below the triangle. According to Drinkard, one
more fragment from Amman is of the same type as that found at Mudaybi and Ain-Sara. A
second fragment of Amman is of a different type from others found at Amman and Moab. The
central triangle here is much narrower and has only one outline, and the volute as a whole is
much wider. This type of capital has features more comparable to Shiloh's type A. In addition,
three Proto-Aeolic capitals are known from Tel Dan and one of them belonging to type C, of
which one fragment is known also from Megiddo and the other capital from Tel Dan
belonging to type D. Two almost complete Proto-Aeolic capitals and a small fragment of a
third were discovered on Mount Gerizim and they represent a different and unique type.
Type A. In Shiloh´s typology he considers type A as the archetype or prototype for all
the Proto-Aeolic capitals from Palestine. In this type, there is a balanced division of the area
into three equal parts: A central triangle flanked by two volutes and there is a short abacus at
the top with a well-balanced outline. The apex of the central triangle reaches up to the abacus.
Each volute has an upper and lower leaf protruding from it. And the overall proportions of the
capital are approximately 1:2 (height to length). Shiloh considered this capital type be the
earliest of his typology and gives 10 examples on this type. He also classified them into three
groups because of their different ornamentations. We can add one more capital from Amman
to this type today. This capital has the same ornamentations as the capitals of this type but its
central triangle is narrower then all of the Proto-Aeolic capitals. In addition, the volute lines
of this capital begin at the top of central triangle and a bit above the central triangle. This
feature is also similar on M10.
Type B. This type has a much flatter profile, with proportions approximately 1:4
(height to length). The central triangle is much narrower, and lacks a base. The volutes are
much wider, and the capital lacks an abacus. Two capitals from Megiddo belong to this type.
One of them, M4 has no relief ornamentation and M5 have relief ornament on its front face.
On the front face of M5, there is not any connection between volutes and central triangle.
Type C. This type was represented only by a single half of a double capital (M10)
before but we can now add one more capital from Tel Dan with the recent excavations. This
capital is similar, even if not identical to this type but it is closest type for it.45 The apex of the
central triangle ends at the juncture of the upper spiral of the two volutes. The proportions are
again approximately 1:2 (height to length). The abacus is more prominent and thick than in
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Type A. There are also additional concentric circles in the center of the two volutes. Above
the central triangle are vertical lines which Shiloh interprets as a trefoil. The main distinctions
between Type A and Type C are the shapes and placements of the central triangles.
Type D. This type lacks the central triangle and the abacus. There were two examples
from Hazor represented this type before but we can add one more capital from Tel Dan to this
type. One of the Hazor capitals has a double face. The two volutes meet at the center of the
base. Because of that, the volutes appear much taller than the other capital volutes. Instead of
the triangle there is a leaf-like46 or bud-shaped47 design placed between the volutes. A small
eye occurs at the center of each spiral. The proportions are again approximately 1:2 (height to
length). The blocks have small upper and lower leaves at their corners. The oblique stance of
the lower leaves here is unique.
Type E. It includes many of the best-preserved examples, as well as the most elaborate,
because it is the most developed form, stylistically. This type is characterized by a broader
base for the central triangle, but lacks a base line. The triangle is characterized by three lines
on the sides. The abacus is usually broad and has a notch in the middle. The center of the
volute has a concentric circle. Double rows of concentric circles are found in the space
between the apex of the triangle and the top of the volutes. This type consists all of the
capitals from Ramat Rahel and one from Jerusalem.
Type F. It includes five capitals from Mudaybi, one capital from Amman and one from
Ain Sara. The proportions are again approximately 1:2 (height to length). In their design, they
form a distinct group, similar to, but distinct from those found in Israel. In this type each has a
double line forming the central triangle unlike the Ramat Rahel and Jerusalem capitals. Each
has two oculi48 flanking the central triangle near the top. The blocks have rudimentary volutes
and very large triangles. The large size of the triangles gives the capitals a very blocky
appearance. Details are outlined by molded rims. Unlike the entire capitals their volutes are
pulled towards the central triangle. In addition, they are the highest of the entire corpus of
Proto-Aeolic capitals.
Also we can produce one more type for the capitals of Mt. Gerizim. They represent a
unique type unlike the other capitals known from the Israel-Philistine region. All the Mt.
Gerizim capitals lack the typical central triangle and have numerous spiraling volutes more
than on all the other capitals.
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In eight of the nine Proto-Aeolic capitals from Amman, Moab and Ain Sara, the
similarity in style to the Judahite capitals is obvious; only one fragment from the Amman
citadel has parallels in the types that characterize the Proto-Aeolic capitals from the Kingdom
of Israel, which are dated to an earlier period. Yet there are a few stylistic similarities that are
unique to the Proto-Aeolic capitals from Moab and Amman and distinguish them from the
Judahite capitals: the sides of the central triangle have a double rather than triple outline; it
has a clear base line separated from the sides (and in the capital from Ain Sara there are two
base lines); in most cases the abacus is thin or absent and in any case has no apparent notch;
the volutes were made of three lines; and it seems that the most significant difference is in the
proportions between the central triangle and the volutes.

5. POSITION OF THE PROTO-AEOLIC CAPITALS

At Hazor, above the plastered floor of the Room 3264 in Area B, which is associated with
Stratum VII, open area in front of the main entrance to the citadel two Proto-Aeolic capitals
were found (Fig. 4). They were lying on the floor, one upside down, the other with its carved
face upwards. They formed a right-angle in which stood a well preserved clay oven. It was
clear that the capitals were not in their original positions, but had been used by later occupants
as shelters for the oven when the original building was in ruins. 49 It was obvious that these
capitals were associated with the 9th century citadel but it’s not clear which part of the citadel
they should be associated. One of the Hazor capital is ornamented on two faces and the other
one is ornamented just its frond face. The capital which is carved on both front and back
seems to have been freestanding with its two faces exposed within the entrance to the paved
courtyard 3318 of the citadel. The base of a pillar which was found in this entrance, abutting
the citadel wall, and another square pillar base which was freestanding at the middle of the
entranceway, support the function of the capitals. Initially, the excavators assumed that a
huge, well finished monolith, found in secondary use in a wall of stratum V, had supported
the pillar on which the capital rested. But it raised several difficulties; initially the dimensions
of the pillar do not suit the base of the double-faced capital and there thus should have been a
third such capital on the site, or traces of another base near the northern jamb of the
entrance.50 But today there is no evidence of a third capital or the base abutting the northern
jamb of the entrance. It would seem that the double-faced capital was used with a freestanding
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pillar in the center of the entrance, while the one-faced capital capped a pilaster standing
against the northern wall of the citadel (Fig. 5).
The Proto-Aeolic capitals from Megiddo can be classified by several criteria by their
stratigraphic ascription, measurements, ornamentation, distribution on the site and
relationship with nearby structures. The Proto Aeolic capitals of Megiddo can be assigned to
the southern complex 1723-1567 and northern complex 6000 in stratum IVB-VA, and
Governor’s House complex 338 in stratum IVA51. It is generally accepted that the capitals
were not removed far from their original location (Fig. 6). However, M12 was found on the
north of mound and M4-M5 were found in the vicinity of gate 1567. Seven capitals were
found around building 338. M8-M9 have already been noted as a pair and M2-M11 were
given to stratum IVB-VA. The plans of stratum IVB-VA in this area show that before
building 338 of strata IVA there was no monumental building to which such capitals could be
ascribed. The closest building in which they could have been used is the northern palace 6000.
The fact that this palace was built on the Assyrian ‘bit hilani’ plan 52, in which the entrance
porch was most commonly ornamented with pillars and capitals, would strengthen such an
ascription. M4 and M5 were found in secondary use in Stratum III. Proto-Aeolic capital M4
was adjacent to the rim of Silo 1414 and Proto-Aeolic capital M5 was found some 20 m to the
west, incorporated into a Stratum III wall, Locus 1565 in grid Square Q9. These two ProtoAeolic capitals are identical in size; both are 57 cm high, 244 cm and 239 cm long,
respectively, and 57 cm and 56 cm wide, respectively. M5 has the motif carved on one face
but M4, although shaped, has been left plain. The original location of these two Proto-Aeolic
capitals is unknown; however, the excavators saw them as originally flanking the entranceway
of the courtyard of Gate 1567 in grid Square Q10.53 They also suggested that M4 was
unfinished because when the gate was excavated it was thought the enclosure had been
demolished shortly after its construction. However, Gate 1567 has only three courses of ashlar
masonry and these courses are merely the built-up foundations, while the superstructure was
of mud brick.54 An alternative location has been proposed by Ussishkin, namely, that these
two Proto-Aeolic capitals adorned the entrance to Palace 1723. However, once again, only the
lower courses of the palace were built of ashlar masonry, the upper courses were of mud
brick. An important point is that each of these Proto-Aeolic capitals weighed approximately
two tons and it should be obvious that these massive stone elements could not have been
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perched on top of a mud brick wall. There is no evidence for any ashlar-built walls or pilasters
that could have carried the excessive weight of these Proto-Aeolic capitals. It should also be
noted that their height equals their width. There are, however, other import clues regarding
their original placement. As noted by the excavators55 and remarked on by Shiloh56 and
Ussishkin57, each Proto-Aeolic capital has a semicircular depression on its upper surface. The
semicircle is in the center of the long axis but located over to one side of the short axis. In
addition there are three pairs of tenon or dowel holes, some 7 to 10 cm deep, located
equidistant from each semicircle. There are two sets on M4 and one set on M5. If the two
Proto-Aeolic capitals are placed back to back the semicircle forms a complete circular
depression flanked by the three sets of tenon holes. The circular depression is then
immediately recognizable as a place to position a wooden column, and the tenon holes would
have aided in holding the wooden column securely in place. 58 In short, the weight and
dimension of these two massive Proto-Aeolic capitals negates their use as capitals or as
orthostats (Fig. 7). Instead, when placed back to back they form one architectural element, a
volute-motif base for a wooden column, possibly similar to that depicted on the relief from
Sippar (Fig. 8). Also there is a fragment of a Proto-Aeolic capital from Megiddo, M10, whose
two faces and sides are carved. It is the only Megiddo capital that has a pronounced abacus,
and it also has a trefoil motif located between the apex of the triangle and the abacus. This is a
narrow Proto-Aeolic capital, whose width is just half its height negating its use as a structural
capital. However, this double-faced capital is designed to be viewed in the round and it
closely resembles, in style and dimension, the many free-standing stone “votive capitals”
from Cyprus (Fig. 9). There are some capitals (M1, M2, M6, and M7) which have a similar
outline and are identical in the manner of their structural attachment, with a broad hole on the
back. The dimensions of these capitals are close to each other but the dimensions of M2 differ
slightly from those of the other capitals. However, on the basis of the similarity of pattern and
size makes them a group. They all found near building 338 of stratum IVA. The builders of
stratum IVA looted the ashlar structures of stratum IVB-VA down to their foundation.59
According to Shiloh they may have been brought from stratum IVB-VA for use in stratum
IVA.60 Today there is no evidence to disprove this idea; therefore it is a reasonable
assumption. As mentioned above most of the capitals were found around building 338 of
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stratum IVA. M1, M3, M6, M8 and M9 are connected with this building and they are well
finished on their face and sides. It is not clear where these capitals were positioned in building
338. Because of their well finished state we can assume that they jutted out from the wall for
their entire depth. Watzinger proposed that M1 should be located atop an engaged pillar “in
antis”.61 In any case the one-faced capitals at least must have capped pilasters which
presumably formed doorjambs of building 338. Such a reconstruction was accepted by Lamon
and Shipton.62 Unlike the other capitals of building 338, M9 is ornamented on both faces.
Lamon and Shipton indicate that this capital capped a free-standing pillar, but there is no
column foundation or even suitable location for them found in area. Also they too, preferred
to assume that, during the dressing, one face was spoiled and the masons thus finished the
back face as well. But also they noted that the mistake is not evident on either side because of
the faintness of design and the weathered state of the stone.63 After the discovery of the
double-faced capitals M10 and M12, scholars prefer to locate such double-faced capitals atop
free-standing pillars. We can place M9 in the middle of a monumental entrance which
originally having three capitals, so it flanked by M8 and other identical capital. In addition to
the clearly architectural pieces, the excavations of the city uncovered a fragment of a
limestone capital (M11), which seems too small to have been used as the structural part of a
building. This fragment may have been used with furniture, or it may have been a votive or a
small architectural ornament.
All the capitals from Samaria were found in secondary use (Fig. 10), three on the
south-eastern side of the acropolis and four northeast of it. There is the location of the
entrance to the royal enclosure. There is no doubt that they belong to the period of ashlar
construction in strata I-II. Betancourt suggested that they were used to line the walls of a
monumental forecourt leading to the main royal precinct.64 Shiloh suggested that they did not
necessarily stand in a row, atop pilasters around the courtyard and they could be reconstructed
in pairs within various passage ways, each according to its particular features (Fig. 11).65 It is
clear that S1, 2 and 3 are almost identical in their ornamentation and dimensions. However,
the dimensions of S7 some 142 cm long and S6 about 250 cm long. According to the
proportion, it can be argued that they were used for three different places in the upper city and
the entry of it.
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Two almost complete Proto-Aeolic capitals and a small fragment of a third were
discovered on Mount Gerizim. They were found on the eastern slope of the site, below the
flight of steps that led into the temple, amid a large concentration of fallen stones. 66 Stern and
Magen correctly classified these Proto-Aeolic capitals with the Iron Age capitals, even though
they represent a unique type unlike the other capitals known from the Omride kingdom. All
the Gerizim capitals lack the typical central triangle and have numerous spiraling volutes
(more than all the other capitals). Since the earliest structure on Mount Gerizim was
established in the Persian period, and we have no information about the production of ProtoAeolic capitals in Samaria during this period.67 Stern and Magen’s hypothesis that these
capitals were brought to Mount Gerizim from the temple of Shechem which was destroyed by
the Assyrians at the end of the 8th century BC.68 But according to me, it is not necessary that
the capitals were brought to Mount Gerizim from temple as they claim. Also they may have
been brought from a public building. We may speculate that this structure was built in the
well-known architectural style typical of the Omrides of the 9th century BC, similar to
Samaria, Megiddo, Hazor, and Tel Dan.
There are one complete and two fragment of Proto-Aeolic capital known from Tel
Dan. The first fragment of a capital (TD1) was found in secondary use embedded in the
upper gate at the site. In addition, a complete capital was unearthed, embedded in the floor
south of the entrance to the gateway. In the same location, a fragment of another capital was
found. All three capitals from Tel Dan are similar. The left side of the TD1 is nearly complete
and a leaf is prominent below the volute. But there is no evidence of the typical triangle;
either the capital was unfinished, or the remaining portion was weathered off or chiseled off
as the stone was reused. According to find spot of the capitals we can assign them entrance of
the upper gate at the city.
Most of the capitals at Ramat Rahel were found scattered amongst the ashlar rubble in
the courtyard of the citadel VA (Fig. 12). Four capitals were found lying within the courtyard
proper (RR6, 7, 8, 9), and four were worked into later walls of the Persian and Roman periods
(RR1, 2, 3, 4). The double-faced capital RR5 was found on the west slope of the mound and
RR5was found in the Herodian columbarium at locus 800. With the recent excavations there
are three capitals found in Area B1 square B157, Area B2 locus 10064 and south of Area C
(Fig. 13). These three fragments can be part of other capitals which were found before. The
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Proto-Aeolic capitals from Ramat Raḥel also provide a clue to their function, although only
three of the ten found there (RR1, RR2, and RR10) were more or less intact. Nine of the
volutes (RR1–4 and RR6–10) are practically identical in size and have the motif carved on
only one face. Their heights are nearly consistent, ranging from 50 cm to 59 cm, their length
from 108 cm to 116 cm, and their width from 39 cm to 44 cm. Proto-Aeolic capital RR10 is
the tallest, longest, and narrowest, measuring 59 cm high, 116 cm long, and 39 cm wide.
Although impossible to determine, due to the fragmentary state of some of the Proto-Aeolic
capitals, the excavators inferred that all of the Ramat Raḥel Proto-Aeolic capitals had a central
groove running from the front to the back. The groove is 8 cm wide at the front, narrows to 5
cm near the center, and then opens up again slightly towards the back (the groove in RR2
appears not to break through to the other side). It appears that at least some, if not all, of the
Ramat Raḥel Proto-Aeolic capitals were designed to project slightly from a wall, their
unworked backs and (most of) their sides would have been integrated into a wall some 25 cm
of their thickness. The groove on top of the Proto-Aeolic capitals must have held some sort of
an architectural element, probably made of wood. Their quantity indicates that they were used
in more than one monumental gateway or entryway. Their positioning can be determined in
the entry gate to the citadel and in the main entrances to the central building which stood west
of the central courtyard, where the capitals were found. The only Ramat Raḥel capital with the
motif carved on both faces and with the sides fully carved, which obviously meant it was to
be viewed in the round, was also the smallest Proto-Aeolic capital RR5. It is 32 cm high, 80
cm long and 30 cm wide. It was found in a fragmentary condition and the presence of a
central groove was only conjectured. It is necessarily of a different set, both by size and in its
positioning on a free-standing pillar. Capitals RR1, 2, 5, 8, and 10 have a channel running
across the abacus from front to back. There is no doubt that this feature was intended for
attaching the capitals to the roof-beams and thus tying them into the fabric of the structure. In
short, most of the Ramat Raḥel Proto-Aeolic capitals seem to have been partially integrated
into an architectural scheme that may have supported a series of wooden posts. The smallest
capital (RR5) is different, and it is presumably a free-standing capital.
In Jerusalem, just one Proto-Aeolic capital was found at the base of the east scarp of
the City of David in mixed debris.69 The volute motif is carved on one face only. The volute
can also be viewed from the side, and the reverse has been worked smooth. Of particular
interest is the slight depression that runs along the outer top edge of the Proto-Aeolic capital.
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This depressed section is a “ribbon” about 14 cm wide with two dowel or tenon holes located
35 cm from either end.70 The channel and holes on the top would lead us to assume that it had
been attached to a beam of the ceiling structure. Although this Proto-Aeolic capital is also
relatively narrow, the fact that the volutes are carved the full depth of the side must negate its
use as a regular orthostat. Norma Franklin assume that it may have been part of an elaborate
stone and wood balustrade, similar to the balustrade with volute motifs depicted on the “false
windows” at Tamassos and also similar to the balustrades found at Ramat Raḥel.71
There are five Proto-Aeolic capitals from Mudaybi in Jordan (Fig. 14). The first
capital (Md1) was found just inside the eastern gateway. The citadel at Mudaybi is
constructed entirely of basalt but two gates were built of large limestone stones like the
capitals. Thus, it should be associated with the eastern gate structure. After the first one three
additional fragments of Proto-Aeolic capitals were found by Ivan Negueruela during a tour.
According to Negueruela, the first fragment (Md2) was found about a meter to the west of
Md1, the second one (Md3) was found about two meters west of the first one, and the third
fragment ( Md4) was found in secondary use in a late reconstruction of the inner wall, about a
meter west of the second one.72 Another complete capital (Md5) was discovered during
excavations carried out at the outer gate of the citadel and it was located in the gatehouse (Fig.
15). It was found dislodged from the top of one of the pier walls of the four chamber gate and
lay face down, on top of rock tumble and other debris, more or less level with the modern
surface.73 The gateway’s surface was difficult to define, and, although not explicitly stated by
the excavators, the Proto-Aeolic capital presumably rested on fallen debris that was once
associated with the gate’s superstructure. In other words, the Proto-Aeolic capital was not
exactly in situ, as it had become dislodged from the pier wall and had toppled over soon after
the collapse of the gate’s superstructure. All Proto-Aeolic capitals from Mudaybi are only
carved on one face and their narrow sides are not carved. The gatehouse was accordingly
reconstructed as having Proto-Aeolic capitals as finials located at the end of the six gate piers
(only the lower part of the gate was built of stone). The gate piers were built of rough-cut
limestone boulders. A large limestone monolith, found in the same square, was reconstructed
as a lintel. It measured 68 cm x 45 cm and was 3.05 m long. The excavators followed the
traditional view that the Proto-Aeolic capitals functioned as structural capitals and
reconstructed them all as supporting stone lintels (based on the “lintel” found) and wooden
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beams (not preserved) which would have spanned the 4.1 m gap between the opposing piers.
However, this reconstruction is untenable. The Mudaybi capitals are narrow, their width is
only half of their height and less than a third of their length; such a narrow limestone block
would not have been able to withstand the stress placed on it by a lintel that supported the
roof. Rather, their dimensions show that the Proto-Aeolic capitals were used as orthostats.
Furthermore, the stone monolith excavated within the gateway would not have been used as a
lintel; a stone lintel demands monumental stone construction all around for anything but the
shortest spans.74 In addition, a similarly sized stone monolith was found set upright as a
monolithic pillar by the gate’s outer tower and was still in situ.75 Therefore, the stone “lintel”
referred to above must have once served a similar purpose. At Iron Age Mudaybi only a mud
brick arch could have spanned the 4 m wide entrance. In addition, the stone built section
represented only the lower courses of the gateway; the section above would have been of mud
brick or rubble construction, thus necessitating the use of orthostats a crucial element when a
wall is built of mud brick or rubble.76 According to Franklin, dimensions of the Mudaybi
Proto-Aeolic capitals show that they could not have served as structural capitals and
supported a stone lintel. Instead, they can be reconstructed as orthostats that served a
structural function in the gateway, protecting the mud brick and rubble section of the wall.77
The Proto-Aeolic capital of Ain Sara was found in secondary use embedded in a
modern outdoor garden wall of the Ain Sara Park and restaurant.78 The provenance of this
capital is unknown, but it appears to have been found in the area. The great similarity of this
Proto-Aeolic capital to the ones found at Mudaybi (the sides of the triangle have a double
outline, its base is separated from the sides, and the abacus has no apparent notch), and the
local characteristics that each type of capital displays in each location where it was found in
Israel, Judah, and Moab supports the assumption that it originated in el-Kerak and not in
Mudaybi. It is logical to assume that as in the case of Ramat Raḥel and Jerusalem, in Moab,
too, there were great similarities between the Proto-Aeolic capitals located at the fortress and
in the capital city; at the same time they are not identical.
There are two Proto-Aeolic capitals found in Amman. First one was found in
secondary use in the lower citadel of Amman, east of the remains of the Roman temple. It was
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embedded in a wall dating to the Ummayd period.79 According to Drinkard, this fragment is
of the same type as that found at Mudaybi and Ain-Sara. The fragment preserves most of the
left volute, and is unique in that it is bifacial. A second fragment of a Proto-Aeolic capital was
displayed in 2001 in the parking lot of the Amman Fort museum, having been uncovered on
an unknown occasion in excavations inside the citadel. This fragment is of a different type
from the others found at Amman and Moab. The central triangle here is much narrower and
has only one outline, and the volute as a whole is much wider. It is difficult to suggest the date
and origin of this fragment. Kay Prag attempted to identify elements of window balustrades at
Amman, and connected them to the architectural style of the phase of the decorated capitals
with an image of a woman’s head chiseled in limestone. The woman’s head was found in
secondary use embedded in the Hellenistic construction of the citadel of Amman, and was
dated to the 8th or 7th century BC.80 In Prag’s opinion, objects such as this were used in a
similar way to the stone columns which supported the window balustrades. The fact that they
are similar in height, in her opinion reinforces this proposal. This reconstruction is highly
hypothetical, as there are no known parallels of window balustrades with chiseled heads of
women instead of supporting columns.
It is generally accepted that the capitals were not removed far from their original
locations and the entrance porch was most commonly ornamented with pillars and capitals.
For some of the capitals it’s not clear which part of the citadel, courtyard or gate way they
should be associated. The fact that all the capitals have been found out of context raises
several difficulties. The Proto-Aeolic capitals are generally associated with the buildings of
the ashlar construction. For instance, the Mudaybi capitals are the most obvious examples for
their usage because the Mudaybi citadel is built entirely from basalt and only the gates were
of large limestone ashlars. There is no doubt that the limestone capitals had been built within
two gates of the citadel, around where they were found. At Hazor the capitals were ascribed to
the gateway again. But for Ramat Rahel, Megiddo and Samaria, the problem is more
complex. On each of these sites, numerous capitals were discovered. According to excavators
of the Samaria, the capitals which atop of pilasters are ornamented the main entrance to the
acropolis. But the capitals which have different dimensions (S6 and S7) were not used
together with the others. At Ramat Rahel four capitals were found near the eastern gateway of
the citadel. This would tend to strengthen the theory that they had ornamented this structure.
The overall number of capitals here shows that they certainly ornamented the main
79
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entranceways of the citadel proper as well. At Megiddo, the picture is more different than the
other sites. Most of the capitals were found around building 338. The excavators suggested
positioning them in the various openings of that building. But it is possible that they can be
associated with the palace 6000 on north of the mound. However, they also can be associated
with the gate 355, which stands before court 313 of building 338.
As a result of research of the positioning of the capitals in the various buildings, three
possibilities arise:
1. The capitals had been placed upon piers, one opposite the other, in pairs, with
main gateways leading into citadels or other central structures.
2. The capitals had been placed within main entranceways of important structures.
They ornamented the flanks of further openings within the building.
3. The capitals ornamented important areas connected with the entrance gate or the
most important place within the building.
The quality of finish can serve as a scale for determining the manner in which the
particular capital had been positioned. On this basis several methods of positioning the ProtoAeolic capitals can be discerned:
1. Atop an engaged pier, with the back abutting the wall (Fig. 16)
2. Atop a shallow engaged pier, partly sunk into the wall (Fig. 17).
3. Atop a freestanding pillar, exposed on all four sides (Fig. 18)
These three groups are generally accepted by the scholars but according to me there
must be one more possibility:
4. A volute motif base for a wooden column (See Fig. 7).
Because the weight and dimension of M4 and M5 are negates their use as capitals or
as orthostats. Instead, when placed back to back they form one architectural element, a volutemotif base for a wooden column, possibly similar to that depicted on the relief from Sippar.
The volute motif depicts the base of the date-palm, and the different stone volutes
depending on their dimensions, size, and ornamentation served a number of different
functions. Proto-Aeolic capitals were used as bases for wooden pillars, cultic poles, or cult
objects; they were incorporated into monumental architecture as orthostats and balustrades;
and they were set up in ritual contexts as votive capitals.
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6. ORIGIN AND DATING OF THE PROTO-AEOLIC CAPITALS

As mentioned above, we know double-spiral designs from Early Bronze Age jewellery,
ivories and ceramics. There are several suggestions for the origin of the type. One of the
theories suggests that it was developed from Bronze Age palm designs like the sacred tree81 or
tree of Life (Fig. 19). According to the second theory the tradition developed from Egyptian
lotus82 and lily capitals (Fig. 20).83 A third theory suggests a Hittite origin (Fig. 21) and the
fourth one suggests that it developed from Mycenaean (Fig. 22) and Minoan art (Fig. 23). It is
generally accepted that the motif represents the tree of life, which in small art is often
represented in a highly stylized form.84 In Assyria the tree of life is shown as a date palm,
representing Assyrian agricultural abundance.85 The date palm has male and female
reproductive units on separate plants. A female date palm produces about a dozen viable
offshoots before it matures and bears date clusters. The young offshoots slowly unfurl and
branch outwards, away from the mother palm’s trunk, separated one from another by a
triangular-shaped stub a remnant of the previous season’s frond. As the tree matures and
grows taller, the old triangular-shaped stubs eventually break off, leaving rhomboid-shaped
marks. All the depictions of date palms, for example on Assyrian reliefs, on cylinder seals, or
on ivories, show an upright, single-trunked palm with a single crown of palm fronds. At the
base of each stylized mother palm the new season’s growth is emphasized in the form of two
young offshoots that unfurl outwards (Fig. 24). In short, the volute motif represents the birth
and rebirth of the Assyrian “tree of life”. The offshoots, which signify the rebirth of the palm,
are the volutes that spring from either side of a triangle, which represents the basal palm frond
stub.86 In other words, the volute motif represents the ongoing cycle of life that takes place at
the base of the date palm; it does not represent the crown of the palm.87
Following the death of King Solomon, the United Monarchy dissolved and split into
the Divided Kingdoms of Israel in the north and Judah in the south. In the Northern Kingdom
of Israel, a man named Omri ascended to the throne of Israel in 885 BC and he has the
founder of the capital city of Samaria. Omri was the chief architect of the policies that
characterize the era, but it was under his son Ahab, who came to power in 875 BC, that the
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new policies came to fruition and under whom the two kingdoms enjoyed their best relations
in years. After the death of Ahab, the situation declined rapidly, and this era came to an abrupt
end about 842 BC with the massacre of both the royal family in Israel and in Judah at the
hands of Jehu the Usurper. However, the dates of the Proto-Aeolic capitals are not the same in
the Kingdom of Israel and in the Kingdom of Jordan. Previously, these capitals were
connected by scholars to the reign of Solomon in the 10th century BC. But it is clear today
that the Proto-Aeolic capitals were first made during the Omride dynasty in the 9th century
BC and continued in use in the Kingdoms of Judah, Moab, and Amman, even after the fall of
the Kingdom of Israel. There are five main centers that have Proto-Aeolic capitals in the
Kingdom of Israel. Despite the similarities between the Proto-Aeolic capitals found in these
cities, each urban center had a different style with unique and distinctive elements.88 The two
capitals found at Hazor are unique in their appearance. The capitals from Samaria resemble
those found at Megiddo, but still differ from them, with greater emphasis on the central circle
of the volute, and without the abacus. Due to their similarity to the Megiddo capitals, the
Samaria capitals were also attributed to the building exploits of the early Israelite kings.
However, in the case of Samaria, they were attributed to the 9th century BC instead of the
10th century BC.89 The capitals found at Megiddo present three unique types which have no
parallel at other sites, and the capitals discovered at Tel Dan belong to type C, of which one
fragment is known also from Megiddo, while the capitals from Gerizim represent a different
and unique type. In this context, Lipschits mentioned the assemblage of bullae discovered
recently at the City of David.90 These bullae are well dated to the end of the 9th century BC91,
and some of them bear patterns of Proto-Aeolic capitals. Architectural motifs are rarely found
on Semitic seals, and although there are some known seals which bear palmetto motifs, and
there is even one bulla with a detailed motif of a column with a Proto-Aeolic capital, there are
very few parallels for detailed Proto-Aeolic capital designs.92 It may be assumed that the
bullae found in the City of David date from the period in which the Kingdoms of Judah and
Israel were closely connected. This would indicate an acquaintance with the capitals that were
common in the Northern Kingdom at that time. We may add the pattern of the Proto-Aeolic
capitals on the bullae to the well-known depiction of capitals on engraved ivories from
Megiddo and Samaria. To sum up, it is possible that the Proto-Aeolic capitals were a central
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feature in the grand architecture of the Kingdom of Israel starting from the middle of the 9th
century BC. It is reasonable to assume that all 27 known capitals from the Kingdom of Israel
were in use from this period until the destruction of the kingdom by the Assyrians in the last
third of the 8th century BC.
In the Kingdom of Jordan, the capitals do not seem so different from each other. There
are five ancient sites that have this type of capitals which are the same as those in the
Kingdom of Israel. The dating of the Ramat Raḥel Proto-Aeolic capitals are little bit
complicated. First of all, Shiloh based his dating of the Ramat Raḥel Proto-Aeolic capitals on
Aharoni’s suggestion to date the beginning of Stratum VB at the site to the second half of the
9th century BC93 and on Yadin’s suggestion to date the palace even earlier, to the time of
Queen Athaliah, who reigned over Judah in the middle of 9th century BC.94 Contrary to
Aharoni, who dated all the capitals to Stratum VA and ruled out the possibility of their
secondary use (from Stratum VB), Shiloh suggested that their state of preservation indicated
that they might have originated as part of the building complex of Stratum VB, and like many
of the building stones of this stratum, had the same fate of secondary use in Stratum VA. In
his opinion, these stone capitals appeared parallel to their use in the Kingdom of Israel.95 This
view is also accepted by Stern.96 At Ramat Raḥel not a single pottery sherd was found that
could be dated to the 9th century BC or even to a pottery horizon earlier than that which
characterizes Judah at the end of the 8th century BC. Aharoni already dated the earlier
stratum, VB, to the late 8th century BC. He associated few architectural remains with this
stratum, and reconstructed a small fort surrounded by a casemate wall and near it a private
dwelling, agricultural terraces, and a stone quarry. Most of the finds associated with this
stratum were discovered in the fill that was part of the construction of Stratum VA, and in it
were many stamp impressions. Aharoni dated Stratum VA to the end of the 7th century BC
and reconstructed a royal fort and near it a courtyard surrounded by a wall. He associated the
Proto-Aeolic capitals with this splendid, ashlar-built fort.97 There were clearly two Iron Age
strata at Ramat Raḥel. The earlier one (Aharoni’s VB) included a small fort in the western
part of the site with some structures attached to it on the east. The white floor of the palace,
where most of the capitals were discovered, as well as many of the structures attached to the
floor and the casemate wall, including the northwestern corner of the palace where the
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window balustrades and remains of one fragment of a Proto-Aeolic capital were discovered,
are all part of the second phase of the site (Aharoni’s VA), dated to the 7th century BC. In this
case, we may conclude that some time passed, perhaps even a decade or two or longer, from
the destruction of the Israelite cities, in which the Proto-Aeolic capitals were first created
(some 150 years earlier) as a central architectural element, until the palace at Ramat Raḥel
was built. In other words, the typological differences between the Proto-Aeolic capitals found
in the Kingdom of Israel and those found at Ramat Raḥel also indicate a chronological gap.98
In Jerusalem, on the basis of the typological comparison to the Proto-Aeolic capitals
found in Samaria and Megiddo, Kenyon dated the capital to the reign of Solomon. Although
the northern capitals and the capital found in Jerusalem bear the same main features, the latter
is nevertheless very different and reflects a different stage in the development of the ProtoAeolic capitals. The concentric circles on both sides of the central triangle carved in three
parallel lines under the abacus are the main characteristics of this typological phase in the
development process of the Proto-Aeolic capitals; they do not appear on the 9th century BC
capitals from the Kingdom of Israel. Betancourt and Shiloh already noticed the fact that the
closest parallels to the capital from the City of David are the ones found at Ramat Raḥel and
Mudaybi in Moab. Betancourt argued that the Proto-Aeolic capital from Jerusalem should be
dated to the middle of the 7th century BC99, while Shiloh argued that it should be dated to the
9th century BC.100 Since a date of the Ramat Raḥel Proto-Aeolic capitals in the late 8th or
early 7th century BC is now well founded, there is no justification for the early dating of the
capital from the City of David. In view of the typological parallels, the Proto-Aeolic capital
from Jerusalem should also be dated to the late 8th or early 7th century BC.
The date of the fortress at Mudaybi is not certain. Glueck dated the pottery which he
gathered at the site to the 8th century BC but assumed that it was established earlier. 101 Shiloh
accepted this assumption and dated the Mudaybi fortress to the 9th century BC, similarly to
his dating of the Proto-Aeolic capitals from Ramat Raḥel and Jerusalem.102 Stern accepted the
8th century BC dating and interpreted the site as a fortress on the eastern border of Moab
before the Assyrian takeover of this area.103 Finkelstein suggested that it should be dated to
the end of the Iron Age II.104 Despite all of the dated, it seems that there is no definite
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archaeological evidence to indicate the date when the gate was erected. The typological
parallels of the capitals and the architectural parallels of the fortress indicate a date no earlier
than the late 8th or the beginning of the 7th century BC.
The great similarity of the Ain Sara Proto-Aeolic capital to the ones found at Mudaybi
and the local characteristics that each type of capital displays in each location where it was
found in Israel, Judah, and Moab supports the assumption that it originated in el-Kerak and
not in Mudaybi. It is logical to assume that as in the case of Ramat Raḥel and Jerusalem, in
Moab, too, there were great similarities between the Proto-Aeolic capitals located at the
fortress and in the capital city.105
In Amman, Prag attempted to identify elements of window balustrades, and connected
them to the architectural style of the phase of the decorated capitals with an image of a
woman’s head chiseled in limestone. In Prag’s opinion, objects such as the woman’s head
which has found in Amman were used in a similar way to the stone columns which supported
the window balustrades. The fact that they are similar in height reinforces in her opinion this
proposal.106 For Lipschits, this reconstruction is highly hypothetical, because there are no
known parallels of window balustrades with chiseled heads of women instead of supporting
columns.107
As it seems, it’s clear that the Proto-Aeolic capitals of the Kingdom of Israel are used
earlier than the Kingdom of Judah, Amman and Moab. According to the recent excavations
and archaeological evidence, we can date the earlier capitals to the Omride dynasty, less
likely to the time of Solomon. There are quite many differences between the capitals of the
two Kingdoms in terms of their ornamentation and carving. In the northern capitals the
concentric circles on both sides of the central triangle, carved in three parallel lines under the
abacus, are the main characteristics in the development process of the Proto-Aeolic capitals
and they do not appear on the 9th century BC capitals from the Kingdom of Israel. Unlike the
other capitals known from the Omride kingdom, the Mount Gerizim capitals represent a
unique type. These Proto-Aeolic capitals are dated to the Iron Age by E. Stern and Y.
Magen.108 Due to the shape and unique type, they should be the oldest examples.
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7. FINAL DISCUSSION

This thesis deals with the Proto-Aeolic capitals, which are also known as Proto-Ionic,
Palmette, Volute or Stone capitals. According to me, the term Proto-Aeolic is enough to
understand these capitals today so I use this term for my thesis. The basic studies on the
Proto-Aeolic capitals have been made by Yigal Shiloh in his book The Proto Aeolic Capital
and Israelite Ashlar Masonry and by Philip. P. Betancourt in The Aeolic Style in Architecture.
These books deal with the capitals dated to the Iron Age which was found in the IsraelPalestinian region. Shiloh and Betancourt have gathered 34 Proto-Aeolic stone capitals from
six Palestinian sites: 2 from Hazor, 13 from Megiddo, 7 from Samaria, 10 from Ramat Rahel,
one from Jerusalem, and one from Mudaybi in Transjordan. In 1997, Joel F. Drinkart wrote an
article where he assembled forty-one of these capitals. With recent studies this number has
increased to forty-nine. To their list at Proto-Aeolic capitals, I have been able to add 3 more
fragments from Ramat Raḥel, 4 more from Mudaybi, one from Ain Sara, 3 from Tel Dan and
2 from Amman and finally 3 from Mount Gerizim.
Then let us go back to the research questions. The first question was: What can the
origin be of these capitals? As mentioned above, there are several suggestions for the origin
of the type. According to the suggestions, it can have developed from Bronze Age palm
designs like the sacred tree or tree of Life, from Egyptian lotus and lily capitals, or from
Hittite or Mycenaean and Minoan art. We can find the motif of the double spiral, by which
these capitals are characterized, in a wide area from the Bronze Age to the Iron Age. So it is
difficult to identify the origin of these capitals but the closest idea for me is an origin from the
Assyrian date palm. Because, all the depictions of date palms, for example on Assyrian
reliefs, on cylinder seals, or on ivories, show an upright, single-trunked palm with a single
crown of palm fronds. At the base of each stylized mother palm the new season’s growth is
emphasized in the form of two young offshoots that unfurl outwards on a female date palm.
As noted by Norma Franklin, “the volute motif represents the birth and rebirth of the Assyrian
tree of life. The offshoots, which signify the rebirth of the palm, are the volutes that spring
from either side of a triangle, which represents the basal palm frond stub”. In other words, the
volute motif represents the ongoing cycle of life that takes place at the base of the date palm;
it does not represent the crown of the palm. Indeed, when the two capitals from Megiddo
(M4-M5) are placed back to back they form one architectural element, a volute-motif base for
a wooden column. Also, it is similarly depicted on the relief from Sippar. To sum up, it is
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quite possible that these capitals have been transformed from a Bronze Age “palm tree” or
“tree of life”.
One of the other questions is about the typology of these capitals. Proto-Aeolic
capitals were classified initially by Betancourt and secondly by Shiloh. In Betancourt’s
typology the capitals were gathered under four groups but this classification is quite rough.
After his classification, five types were created by Shiloh in 1979. After his typology no one
create new types with the recent finds. According to me, this classification should be
reconsidered today and new types should be added to it. For example, the Mudaybi capital
was added to type E by Shiloh together with the Ramat Rahel and the Jerusalem capitals, but
this capital differs from them in its dimension, type of central triangle and the processing of
the volutes. There was just one capital found from Mudaybi in the time of Shiloh’s study and
he examined it together with the Ramat Rahel and Jerusalem capitals, but today there are four
more capitals from Mudaybi and they should be considered under a separate category. Also
one more capital was found from Ain Sara and it is nearly the same as the Mudaybi capitals. It
differs from the Mudaybi examples at the base of the triangle and in the processing of the
volutes. Only this capital has two base lines below the triangle. According to Drinkard, one
more fragment from Amman is of the same type as that found at Mudaybi and Ain-Sara. In
addition, two almost complete Proto-Aeolic capitals and a small fragment of a third were
discovered on Mount Gerizim and they represent a different and unique type.
There was also a problem about the dating of these capitals. The dates of the ProtoAeolic capitals are not the same in the Kingdom of Israel and in the Kingdom of Jordan.
Previously, these capitals were connected by scholars to the reign of Solomon in the 10th
century BC. But it is clear today that the Proto-Aeolic capitals were first made during the
Omride dynasty in the 9th century BC and continued in use in the Kingdoms of Judah, Moab,
and Amman, even after the fall of the Kingdom of Israel. There are many differences in the
ornamentation and dimension of the capitals of these two kingdoms. The features of the
Kingdoms of Judah, Moab, and Amman capitals are not visible in 9th century BC and also the
quality of workmanship is better than the Kingdom of Israel capitals. According to these
features, strata, find spots and the structures to which they are associated, we can date this
capitals to the late 8th or the beginning of the 7th century BC.
As a result of the research of the positioning of the capitals, three possibilities arise:
The capitals had been placed upon piers, one opposite the other, in pairs, at the main gateways
leading into citadels or other central structures; the capitals had been placed within the main
entranceways of important structures and they decorated the flanks of further openings within
36

the building. The capitals decorated important areas connected with the entrance gate or the
most important place within the building. However, the quality of finish can serve as a scale
for determining the manner in which the particular capital had been positioned. On this basis
several methods of positioning the Proto-Aeolic capitals can be discerned: Atop an engaged
pier, with the back abutting the wall; atop a shallow engaged pier, partly sunk into the wall;
atop a freestanding pillar, exposed on all four sides. These three groups are generally accepted
by scholars but according to me there must be one more possibility: A volute motif placed as
a base for a wooden column as is suggested for M4 and M5 from Megiddo.
I hope this thesis can lead to more interest in the subject. My intention has also been to
open up for new studies and new questions. For instance what are the influences of these
capitals on the neighboring cultures? For me, we should examine the influences with the new
examples. One way to understand the connection is to look for similarities and differences
between the capitals.
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ABBREVIATIONS

H

Hazor

M

Megiddo

S

Samaria

RR

Ramat Rahel

J

Jerusalem

MG

Mount Gerizim

TD

Tel Dan

Md

Mudaybi

A

Amman

AS

Ain Sara

L

Length

H

Height

W

Width

EL

Estimated Length

EH

Estimated Height

PL

Preserved Height

PW

Preserved Width
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CATALOGUE

In our classification, the capitals are designated by site, using the following abbreviations: H
= Hazor; M = Megiddo; S = Samaria; MG = Mount Gerizim; RR = Ramat Rahel; J =
Jerusalem; TD = Tel Dan; Md = Mudaybi; A = Amman; AS = Ain Sara.

HAZOR

Catalogue No. 1 (H1).
Measurements. L 155; H 60; W 63; L. of base or of triangle: 110; H. of abacus: There is no
abacus.
Location. That found in 1957-1958 excavation season by Yigal Yadin. It is located in The
Israel Museum, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. Reused as a shelter for an oven in the floor of room 3264 from stratum
VII. In its original use, the capital was at the entrance of the citadel of stratum VII which was
built by Ahab in the middle of 9th century BC.
Stone material. Nari limestone.
Description. The capital is carved on one face and the other face is smooth. Instead of the
usual triangle there is a bud or small leaf like design between the volutes. There is no abacus
placed on the top. The volutes are touching each other at the base of the capital and a small
eye occurs at the center of each spiral. The ornamentation is the same as the other capital from
Hazor. Leaf details are carved along the side faces of the capital and the lower leaves are
smaller than the upper ones. The reliefs have same thickness on both the right and left volutes.
The interior surface of the volute is convex. At the edge the depth of the surface is 2-2.5 cm.
Thickness of reliefs are 4.5-5 cm at the bottoms and 3 cm towards the ends. From the general
properties of capital to another has a better quality of workmanship. Old sources mention that
there is a mason’s mark in the form of the Palaeo-Hebrew letter alef on the bottom of the
capital. But this feature is destroyed today.
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Fig. 25. H1 face and right, left back.

Catalogue No. 2 (H2).

Measurements. L 160; H 60; W 60; L. of base or of triangle: 105; H. of abacus: There is no
abacus.
Location. This capital was found in the 1957-1958 excavation season by Yigal Yadin. It is
located in The Israel Museum, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. Reused as a shelter for an oven in the floor of room 3264 from stratum
VII. In its original use, the capital was at the entrance of the citadel of stratum VII which was
built by Ahab in the middle of 9th century BC.
Stone material. Nari limestone.
Description. The second capital is identical with the first capital in its ornamentation. This
capital is carved on both front and back unlike the other capital from Hazor. The thickness
and depth of the lines in the relief varies. The lines of the volutes are some 5-6 cm wide at the
base narrowing to 2 cm at the end of the volute spiral. The depth of the groove between these
lines varies from 1.5 to 3 cm. The inward-facing surface of the capital was preserved better
than the outward surface. On the inner face of the capital, the right volute outlines are broader
than left ones. The thickness of the right relief at the junction of the two volutes is 7 cm, while
the left relief is 5 cm. The outer face of the capital exhibit restoration work on the reliefs. The
lower leaves of the capital are expanding toward to back on each sides. The thickness of the
lower left leaf begins with 7 cm, narrows to 5 cm towards to middle and ends with 10 cm.
Because of a broken part we cannot see the thickness of the leaf beginning in the lower right.
46

The middle part of the right lower leaf measures 5 cm as left lower leaf and ends with 7 cm.
The right and left volute reliefs are identical in the outer face. However, the inner face is less
carefully executed. Here, the left volute eye is more flattened than the right volute eye.

Fig. 26. H2 outer face, right side, inner face and left side.

MEGIDDO

Catalogue No. 3 (M1).
Measurements. L 94; H 42; W 33; L. of base or of triangle: 40; H. of abacus: 4-5 cm.
Location. This capital was found by Gottlieb Schumacher in 1903.
Findspot and Stratum. Found in secondary use within the fortress of stratum II, 10th to 8th
century BC.
Stone material. Nari limestone.
Description. This was the first Proto-Aeolic capital discovered in 1903. It was carved only on
one face. This capital has a ratio of width to height of slightly more than two to one, and the
central triangle covers the base. The volutes rise from the sides of triangle, not from the base
and the entire design is much more compact. The volutes have a single turn and a small eye
comes out of the molding, not at the turn of the spiral. Short leaves are added above and
below each volute. There is no detail added between abacus and central triangle.
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Fig. 27. M1 face.

Catalogue No. 4 (M2).

Measurements: L 105; H 45; W 45; L. of base or of triangle: 52; H. of abacus: 4-5 cm.
Location. This capital was found in 1925-1926 excavation season by S. Fisher.
Findspot and Stratum. This capital was discovered in building 338 from stratum VA.
Stone material. Nari limestone.
Description. The face has been worked and is well smoothed. The line of the relief is of
uniform width and is symmetrical. The surfaces immediately adjacent to the lines in the relief
are slightly sunken. The leaves and the volutes occupy the entire width of the sides. The
circles at the centers of the volutes have no inner concentric dots. An irregular hole in the
back of the capital may have had some function, but its use is not clear. The top is rough but
has no cutting.

Fig. 28. M2 frond and back.

Catalogue No. 5 (M3).

Measurements are unknown
Location. This capital was found in the 1925-1926 excavation season by S. Fisher.
Findspot and Stratum. This capital was discovered in building 338 from stratum VA.
Stone material. Nari limestone.
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Description. According to S. Fisher and Lamon this capital is identical to M2 but no
photograph is available.

Catalogue No. 6 (M4).

Measurements. L 244; H 57; W 57; L. of base or of triangle: 146; H. of abacus: There is no
abacus.
Location. This capital was found by S. Lamon. Presently in Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. It was discovered in the southern area of the Megiddo mound,
integrated within a wall of dwelling 1414 of stratum III.
Stone material. Nari limestone.
Description. M4 is identical in size with M5 but there is no ornamentation on its face. All
surfaces have been dressed with a stonemason’s broad adze, with a slanted stroke still clearly
visible. The face of this capital bears solely traces of the rougher dressing. The leaves are
added above and below each volute. Each capital has a semicircular depression on its upper
surface. The semicircle is in the center of the long axis but is located over to one side of the
short axis. In addition there are three pairs of tenon or dowel holes, some 7 to 10 cm deep,
located equidistant from each semicircle. If the two stone volutes are placed back to back the
semicircle forms a complete circular depression flanked by the three sets of tenon holes. The
circular depression is then immediately recognizable as a place to position a wooden column,
and the tenon holes would have aided in holding the wooden column securely in place.

Fig. 29. M4 face, base and top.
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Catalogue No. 7 (M5).

Measurements. L 239; H 57; W 56; L. of base or of triangle: 146; H. of abacus: There is no
abacus.
Location. This capital was found by S. Lamon. Presently in Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. This capital was found some 20 m to the West of M4, incorporated into
a Stratum III wall, Locus 1565 in grid Square Q9.
Stone material. Nari limestone.
Description. The division of the elements of the relief design on the face of M5 differs from
that of the other capitals. There is no connection between the central triangle and the volutes.
Because of that, the volutes stand separately at the sides and that makes the capital longer than
usual. The lines of the relief are emphasized by further sinking of the surface immediately
adjacent, to some 2 cm depth. The width of the lines in relief is consistently about 5 cm. There
is no emphasis on the inner central circles of the volutes. The upper and lower leaves are well
formed on the capital and they do not take up the full width of the sides, but only the middle
30 cm or so. On the top there are one semicircle groove in the center of the long axis and two
tenon or dowel holes which connected the piece with M4. The surface was smoothed with a
finishing dressing, which removed the initial dress marks.

Fig. 30. M5 face, base and top.
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Catalogue No. 8 (M6).

Measurements. EL 94; PL 58; H 45; W 30; L. of base or of triangle: 45; H. of abacus: 4 cm.
Location. This capital was found by S. Lamon. Presently at the Department of Antiquities and
Museums, in Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. A large fragment, found near building 338. The original context is
stratum IVA of building 338.
Stone material. Nari limestone.
Description. This fragment was carved on only one face and is identical in workmanship with
M2. The width of the lines in relief is 2.5 cm. The surface is sunken as much as some 2 cm.
The upper and lower leaves and the volute occupy the entire width of the sides. The circle at
the center of the volute have no inner concentric dot. The capitals which were found from
building 338 are associated with Solomonik Megiddo.

Fig. 31. Fragment of M6, consists left volute and central triangle.

Catalogue No. 9 (M7).

Measurements: L 94; H 45; W 32; L. of base or of triangle: 42; H. of abacus: 4 cm.
Location. This capital was purchased for the Rockefeller Museum on November 1932.
Presently in Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. Unknown. Provenance Megiddo.
Stone material. Nari limestone.
Description. This complete capital is carved with only one face. The face is quite damaged.
The details of workmanship are identical to M2 but it is slightly smaller. İts dimensions
correspond with M6. The leaves and the volutes occupy the entire width of the sides again.
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There are no inner concentric dots at the centers of the volutes. The abacus is quite damaged
and a small part of it was preserved.

Fig. 32. M7 face.

Catalogue No. 10 (M8).

Measurements. L 105; H 50; W 44; L. of base or of triangle: 50; H. of abacus: Unknown.
Location. This capital was found by S. Lamon.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found near building 338, in to the stratum II-III. The original
context is building 338, stratum IVA.
Stone material. Nari limestone.
Description. The capital was carved only on the front and sides. On M8 the dressing is
rougher and the surface has not been smoothed adequately. The thickness of the abacus is not
clear. Description of the capital is similar with M2 but the thickness of the outlines is
different. They are especially 5 cm. The sunken surface is shallow, only about 1 cm deep,
lending a flat, broader effect to the ornamentation. The capital’s right side is well finished in
its entire width, but on the left side it is only roughly dressed, with no detail.

Fig. 33. M8 Face.
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Catalogue No. 11 (M9).

Measurements. L 107; H 46; W 44; L. of base or of triangle: 50; H. of abacus: Unknown.
Location. This capital was found by S. Lamon. Presently in Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found near building 338, in to the stratum II-III. The original
context is building 338, stratum IVA.
Stone material. Nari limestone.
Description. This double-faced capital was found next to M8 and it has same ornamentation
details on M8. Both faces were being worked identically and it is preserved much better than
M8. Its narrow sides are only roughly dressed and the details of the leaves are not discernible.
The thickness of the abacus is not clear.

Fig. 34. M9 face.

Catalogue No. 12 (M10).

Measurements. EL 110; PL 80; H 58; W 28; L. of base or of triangle: 50; H. of abacus: 16 cm.
Location. Located near the local museum at Megiddo.
Findspot and Stratum. Unknown.
Stone material. Nari limestone.
Description. This big fragment is half of a double capital. The right part of the capital was
lost. Most of its details differ from those of the other capitals at Megiddo. It is higher than the
others by some 8-10 cm, and it is exceptionally narrow with 28 cm in width. According to the
front face, the back face of the fragment was badly damaged on its reliefs. The sunken surface
is about 2-3 cm deep in the front face and there is light camber between the reliefs. The
thickness of the central triangle relief lines varies, the bottom of the triangle is 4 cm and the
sides are 3 cm. The height of the triangle is 35 cm, the width of base is 37 cm and the internal
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height of the triangle is 25 cm. Volute lines begins at the top of the central triangle and 15 cm
above the central triangle bottom. The connection of right the volute lines are visible on
triangle. The thickness of the left volute line which connects to the top of triangle begins with
2.5 cm, expands to 3.5 cm towards to middle and ends with 3 cm. The inner line of the left
volute is identical with 3 cm on everywhere. Only on this capital at Megiddo is the central
circle of the volute emphasized separately. The central circle of the volute is 5 x 5.5 cm in
diameter. The space remaining between the apex and the abacus bears a trefoil motif. The
surface around the top of the triangle is sunken quite deeply (4 cm) and has not been well
smoothed. The thickness of this partially preserved tendrils are 3 cm. Length of the right is
one cm, middle is 8 cm and left is 10 cm. Abacus is more thick left of it is 16cm, middle part
is 11 cm and left end is 9 cm. The leaves, upper and lower, are short though well-formed and
are further emphasized by the fine finish of the sides. The upper leaf begins where the volute
and abacus touches each other and it is sunken about 2 cm from abacus. The thickness of
upper leaf is 23 cm and its length is 15 cm. Relief lines are visible on the back of capital. The
bottom and the right lines of the triangle are almost lost but left line is more visible. However,
the abacus line is almost lost. There are three tendril details on the top of the triangle-like
front face. The thickness of these partially preserved tendrils is again 3 cm. The length of the
right is 8 cm, the middle is 6 cm and the left is 2 cm. The thickness of the central triangle is
usually 3-3.5 cm but thickness of left bottom is 4 cm. The thickness of right volute line which
connect to the top of the triangle is not clear but visible parts are between 3-3.5 cm. The
thickness of the inner line of the right volute is 3.5 cm at the beginning, expands 4 cm towards
to middle and ends with 3 cm. Volute eye is clearly seen on this side of the capital. Unlike the
front face, the central circle of volute is 5.5 x 7 cm in diameter.
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Fig. 35. Different views of M10.

Catalogue No. 13 (M11).

Measurements. EL 40; PL 16; H 16; W 7; L. of base or of triangle: Unknown; H. of abacus:
There is no abacus.
Location. Found by S. Lamon in 1935.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found beneath the floor of room 313, west and north of building
338 on stratum VA. Assigned by the excavators to stratum VB.
Stone material. Soft chalky limestone. This type of stone is from the western side of the hill.
Description. This is a fragment of a miniature capital or stele. The excavator says that in its
upper part it differs from the others, as it seems to lack an abacus. Only the face is carved in
relief, the lines also being painted in red, blue, grey and white. The back is smoothly dressed.
The small piece includes a portion of a volute with leaves like its larger counterparts. The loss
of its center precludes a really close comparison, however, since the stylistic arrangement of
the central triangle cannot be ascertained. This may have been used with furniture, or it may
have been a votive or small architectural ornament.

Fig. 36. Fragment of M11, miniature capital or stele.
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Catalogue No. 14 (M12).

Measurements are unknown.
Location. This capital was found by S. Lamon.
Findspot and Stratum. Found in secondary use in a building of stratum II, in area AA on the
north. Lamon would indicate that this was at locus 1051, in building 1052.
Stone material is unknown.
Description. According to information from the archives of the Chicago expedition, this
capital is described as being of exceptionally fine workmanship. The volutes here are well
developed and are carved on both faces.

Catalogue No. 15 (M13).

Measurements. EL 150; PL 70; H 50; W 50; L. of base or of triangle: Unknown; H. of abacus:
Unknown.
Location. Presently in Megiddo National Museum storage.
Findspot and Stratum. Unknown. This fragment was found from survey in 1973.
Stone material. Nari limestone
Description. This fragment is left volute of a single capital. The face is poorly preserved but
the outline of the volute is discernible. The upper and lower leaves are also discernible. The
back and left side of volute is well finished.

Fig. 37. Fragment of M13.
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SAMARIA

Catalogue No. 16 (S1).

Measurements. L 116; H 50; W 47; L. of base or of triangle: 47; H. of abacus: There is no
triangle.
Location. Israel Department of Antiquities. Rockefeller Museum., Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. This capital was found in secondary use, southeastern part of the
acropolis. It belong to the period of ashlar construction, in strata I-II (9th to early 8th century
BC.)
Stone material. Soft Nari limestone.
Description. The capital was carved only on the front and sides. S1, S2 and S3 are identical in
outline, workmanship, dimensions and proportions. They all lock abacus. The central triangle
covers the base. The volutes rise from the sides of the triangle, not from the base. The upper
and lower leaves, and the volutes occupy the entire width of the sides. The volutes have a
single turn and the circles at the centers of the volutes have inner concentric dots. The surface
is sunken about 6 cm like S2 and S3. The height of the lines in relief is about 1 cm. The final
finishing of the capital was not especially fine. Traces of dressing with a broad adze are
clearly visible on S1. It has been damaged greatly in its secondary use. There is no carved
detail near the top of central triangle.

Fig. 38. S1 face.

Catalogue No. 17 (S2).

Measurements. L 115; H 50; W 40; L. of base or of triangle: 47; H. of abacus: There is no
abacus.
Location. Israel Department of Antiquities. Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem.
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Findspot and Stratum. This capital was found in secondary use, southeastern part of the
acropolis. It belong to the period of ashlar construction, in strata I-II (9th to early 8th century
BC.)
Stone material. Soft Nari limestone.
Description. This capital was carved on the front and sides and identical in description with
S1. Because of the raw material, this was damaged greatly in its secondary use like the others.

Fig. 39. S2 face.

Catalogue No. 18 (S3).

Measurements. L 110; H 49; W 48; L. of base or of triangle: 47; H. of abacus: There is no
abacus.
Location. Israel Department of Antiquities. Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. This capital was found in secondary use, southeast part of the
acropolis. It belong to the period of ashlar construction, in strata I-II (9th to early 8th century
BC.)
Stone material. Soft Nari limestone.
Description. This capital was carved only on the front and sides and is identical in description
with S1.

Fig. 40. S3 face.
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Catalogue No. 19 (S4).

Measurements are unknown.
Location is unknown.
Findspot and Stratum. This fragment was found in secondary use within a wall of the Persian
period, near the north-eastern Hellenistic tower.
Stone material is unknown
Description. It is a fragment of capital. There is no description and photo.

Catalogue No. 20 (S5).

Measurements are unknown
Location is unknown.
Findspot and Stratum. These two fragment were found in secondary use in the near wall of the
Hellenistic tower.
Stone material is unknown.
Description. Two fragment of a single capital. No data and photo available.

Catalogue No. 21 (S6).

Measurements. EL 250; PL 135; H 65; W 42; There is no triangle and no abacus.
Location is unknown.
Findspot and Stratum. This fragment was found in secondary use in a pre-Hellenistic wall
near the north-eastern Hellenistic tower.
Stone material. Soft Nari limestone
Description. This is the larger one of the Samaria and is represented only by a half capital.
There are no traces of relief detail on front or back face but the outline is worked and the
upper and lower leaves were formed well. The leaves are sunken some 10 cm into the surface
and not worked on the back face.
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Fig. 41. Fragment of S6.

Catalogue No. 22 (S7).

Measurements. EL 140; PL 100; H 67; W 65; L. of base or of triangle: 42; H. of abacus:
There is no abacus.
Location. Presently at Samaria.
Findspot and Stratum. This capital was found in secondary use within the rubble fill forming
the lower portion of the second row of seats in the Roman theatre, west of the north-eastern
Hellenistic tower.
Stone material. Soft Nari limestone.
Description. This large fragment represents about a third of the whole capital. The outline,
triangle, volutes and lower leaf are formed. There are no traces of lines in relief on the face.

Fig. 42. S7 face, right part of the volute and lower leaf is preserved.
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RAMAR RAHEL

Catalogue No. 23 (RR1).

Measurements. L 108; H 50; W 44; L. of base or of triangle: 57; H. of abacus: 7 cm.
Location. The Israel Museum, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. It found in courtyard 380 near locus 229, stratum VA.
Stone material. Soft gray Nari limestone.
Description. This capital was carved only on the front and sides. It has volutes that rise from
the triangle, with small circles in the flat field between triangle and spiral. The central
triangle is outlined on two sides by three parallel lines. The relief lines are square in section,
carved to a depth of some 2.5 cm. The sunken surfaces around the small circles, which flank
the apex of the triangle, are deeper than elsewhere. The lines of the volutes are well
emphasized. The centers of the volutes are emphasized by concentric dots. On the top of the
abacus there is a groove 5-8 cm wide, running from face to back. The upper leaves are
relatively smaller and thinner than the lower leaves. Traces of a broad adze are still visible,
remaining from the rough, initial dressing on the face and sides. They have largely been
obliterated during the final finishing, especially on the convex surfaces between the relief
outlines. Initial dressing traces are still visible near the apex of the triangle. On the sides the
details are only partly finished. The outline of the abacus, the leaves and the volutes are
emphasized in relief only in the forepart of the sides, for some 10-17 cm. Beyond this these
features blend into the outline and disappear. The other surfaces of the top, base and back are
left roughly dressed. The central triangle consists of three fascia bands which each have a
width of 2.5-3 cm. At their apex they all form small rhombs. There are also traces of the lower
part of a rhomb on the abacus above. It ıs probable that these rhomb lines are traces of the
first design lines carved by the sculptor when he set out the motifs. The capital is not exactly
rectangular in its shape but rather slightly forming a parallelogram.
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Fig. 43. Different views of RR1.

Catalogue No. 24 (RR2).

Measurements. L 110; H 50; W 42; L. of base or of triangle: 57; H. of abacus: 10 cm.
Location. The Israel Museum, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. It found in secondary use in a wall of the Persian Period, close to RR1.
Stone material. Soft gray Nari limestone.
Description. According to the first capital, the processing is quite rough. Also it is less well
preserved than the first capital. All the Ramat Rahel capitals have the same ornamentation but
they all have some differences. For instance, in the first capital all relief lines are square in
section but in second capital, the relief lines are square just in the central triangle. The other
sections of the relief lines have round shape. The surfaces of the top, base and back are left
roughly dressed. On the top of the abacus there is a groove running from face to back but it is
quite different than the others because the groove of the abacus is adjacent to the surface of
the capital, unlike the others. The sunken surfaces around the small circles, which flank the
apex of the triangle, are deeper than elsewhere. Unlike the other capitals, the small circles,
which flank the apex of the triangle, are dissymmetrical.
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Fig. 44. Different views of RR2.

Catalogue No. 25 (RR3).

Measurements are unknown.
Location. Ramat Rahel Expedition collection, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. It found close to RR1 and RR2.
Stone material. Soft gray Nari limestone.
Description. Fragment of a small capital, showing the apex of the triangle and volute. No
more data and photo available.

Catalogue No. 26 (RR4).
Measurements. EL 98; EH 40; W. Unknown; EL. of base or of triangle: 50; H. of abacus is
unknown.
Location. Ramat Rahel Expedition collection, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. Found in courtyard 380, south of locus 281, in square V16.
Stone material. Soft gray Nari limestone.
Description. Fragment from upper right side of the capital. Right end of abacus, upper leaf
and a part of relief line of volute was protected. But there is no photo available.

Fig. 45. Drawing of the RR4.

Catalogue No. 27 (RR5).

Measurements: EL 80; H 32; W 30; EL of base or of triangle: 40; H. of abacus is unknown.
Location. Ramat Rahel Expedition collection, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. Found on western slope of the mound.
Stone material. Soft nari limestone.
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Description. It is a fragment from the right side of a double capital and similar with the others
in most details of workmanship. But it differs in three significant points; it is smaller in all its
dimensions; it is a double capital; and its lower leaves descend to a lower point, to about 8 cm
from the base of the triangle.

Fig. 46. Drawing and the fragment of RR5.

Catalogue No. 28 (RR6).

Measurements are unknown but estimated height is 50 cm.
Location. Ramat Rahel Expedition collection, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found in eastern part of the courtyard 380, close to RR7.
Stone material. Soft nari limestone.
Description. There is no data available but according to the drawing, the right part of the
central triangle and a concentric circle above are visible. However, the corner of a groove on
the top of the abacus is visible.

Fig. 47. Drawing of the RR6 Fragment.

Catalogue No. 29 (RR7).

Measurements are unknown.
Location. Ramat Rahel Expedition collection, Jerusalem.
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Findspot and Stratum. It was found in secondary use in wall of Roman bathhouse, in locus
396.
Stone material. Soft nari limestone.
Description. No data available.

Catalogue No. 30 (RR8).

Measurements: L 108; H 50; W 44; L. of base or of triangle: 57; H. of abacus: 7 cm.
Location. Ramat Rahel Expedition collection, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found lying within the courtyard proper in room 338, near gate
375.
Stone material. Soft nari limestone.
Description. It is a well finished, nearly complete one-faced capital, but both sides were
broken. The ornamentation is the same as the other capitals and the description is same as
RR1. One of the small circles, which flank the apex of the triangle, is bigger than the other
one. This error was caused by the workmanship.

Fig. 48. RR8 face.

Catalogue No. 31 (RR9).

Measurements are unknown but according to excavator the dimensions are identical with
RR1.
Location. Ramat Rahel Expedition collection, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found in secondary use in wall of stratum IVA, near gate 375.
Stone material. Soft nari limestone.
Description. Fragment from the right side of the capital but there is no good photo and data
available.
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Fig. 49. Fragment of RR9 volute.

Catalogue No. 32 (RR10).
Measurements. L 116; H 59; W 39; L. of base or of triangle: 52; H. of abacus: 7 cm.
Location. This capital can be found today in the official residence of the President of Israel.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found in secondary use as altar in columbarium 800.
Stone material. Soft nari limestone.
Description. It is a complete capital and the ornamentation is the same as the others.
According to the excavator, the back of this capital was finished very roughly. The right upper
leaf is broken because of the bad preservation and use. The surface has been badly damaged.

Fig. 50. RR10, which use as altar in columbarium 800.

Catalogue No. 33 (RR11).

Measurements are unpublished except its PL 17.5 cm and PW 12.5 cm.
Location. Ramat Rahel Expedition collection, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. It was discovered on the surface of Area B1, Square B157.
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Stone material. Soft nari limestone.
Description. It is a small fragment and it includes part of the upper capital, which is a typical
component of the capitals from Ramat Raḥel and a part of the right concentric circle. No
photo available.

Fig. 51. Drawing of recently capitals and RR11.

Catalogue No. 34 (RR12).

Measurements are unpublished except its

PL 25 cm and PW 20 cm.

Location. Ramat Rahel Expedition collection, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found under a stone collapse in the south of Area C1, Locus
824. This collapse was composed of large stones, which were part of a destruction level dated
to the end of the Persian or the beginning of the Hellenistic period.
Stone material. Soft nari limestone.
Description. It is a part of the lower left leaf at the base of the capital, and the lower part of
the volute. No photo available.

Fig. 44. Drawing of the RR12 fragment.

Catalogue No. 52 (RR13).
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Measurements are unpublished except its PL 25 cm and PW 20 cm.
Location. Ramat Rahel Expedition collection, Jerusalem.
Findspot and Stratum. It was discovered in Area B2, Locus 10064.
Stone material. Soft nari limestone.
Description. It is part of the upper left corner of a capital, and includes the left side of the
abacus, the complete upper leaf, and part of the upper side of the volute. No photo available.

Fig. 53. Drawing of the RR13 fragment.

MOUNT GERIZIM

Catalogue No. 36 (MG1-MG2).

Measurements of the capitals are unknown.
Location. Presently at Mount Gerizim
Findspot and Stratum. They all found on the eastern slope of the site, below the flight of steps
that led into the temple.
Stone material. Limestone.
Description. Two almost complete and a small fragment of a third were discovered on Mount
Gerizim. They represent a unique type unlike the other capitals known from the Omride
kingdom. All the Gerizim capitals lack the typical central triangle, have numerous spiraling
volutes (more than all the other capitals), and have some other additional stylistic features.
The shape of the capitals is quite similar with the capitals of Alazeytin from Turkey. Also
they have five tendril details between its volutes, this feature is similar with M10 but unlike
this capital M10 have three tendril details on central triangle. Because of the second use, sides
of the volutes are shaped again. There are some differences between these two capitals, MG2
have symmetrical two small rhombs under the volutes. Probably, it caused by the desire to
filling the gaps. There is no any description or photo of a small fragment.
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Fig. 54. MG1 face and drawing (above). MG2 face and drawing (below).

MUDAYBI

Catalogue No. 37 (Md1).

Measurements. L 188; H 92; W 44; L. of base or of triangle unknown
Location. Presently at Mutah University.
Findspot and Stratum. Found on the surface in ruins of the citadel. The Proto-Aeolic capitals
at Mudaybi have all been found in Field B
Stone material. Limestone.
Description. Md1 lay almost in the middle of the east gate opening, approximately 3.5 m west
of the inner wall line of the gate. The capital lay almost horizontally with its base to the north.
In the details of relief on its face this capital is identical with those at Ramat Rahel and
Jerusalem. The triangle is formed of two parallel lines in relief. Here too, the circles are
concentric, flanking the apex of the triangle. The abacus is quite narrow; the wide base of the
triangle occupies an especially large proportion of the capital’s base. This capital, 92 cm, is
the highest of entire corpus of Proto-Aeolic capitals. Also, Md1 is 190 cm long, making it
next to the largest of the Proto-Aeolic capitals known at that time. Only one capital from
Megiddo was longer. The type of the capital is same with the other Mudaybi capitals.
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Fig. 55. Md1 face and base. Left one is from site and right one is from the present location at
Mutah University.

Catalogue No. 38 (Md2).

Measurements. L 190; H 98; W 45; L. of base or of triangle unknown
Location. Presently at Mudaybi.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found in the south-west corner of Square O-8.
Stone material. Limestone.
Description. Proto-Aeolic capital Md2 was discovered in a vertical position upside down and
buried almost completely. Its face was uncovered and photographed by Negueruela in 1982.
Capital Md2 was excavated in 2001. This capital is now shown to be slightly larger than Md1.
Md2 lay just north of Md3 and about a meter west of Md1. A fragment was later broken off
the capital; that fragment was excavated in Square O-9 in 1997. The fragment belonged on the
lower right corner of the capital (upper left as the capital lay buried upside down).

Fig. 56. Md2 and fragment of right base.

Catalogue No. 39 (Md3).

Measurements. L 118; H 98; W 45; L. of base or of triangle unknown
Location. Presently at Mudaybi.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found in the south-west corner of Square O-8.
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Stone material. Limestone.
Description. Capital Md3 lay nearly one meter west of capital Md1. It is not complete; the left
half of the face is broken, and the lower right portion was buried. At 98 cm tall, this capital is
taller than Md1 a nd same as Md2. The top is smooth. The upper right portion is complete.

Fig. 57. Fragment of Md3 before excavation (left) and after excavation (right).

Catalogue No. 40 (Md4).

Measurements. PL 42; PH 47; W 46; L. of base or of triangle unknown
Location. Presently at Mudaybi.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found in the Square O-8, Field B.
Stone material. Limestone.
Description. The capital fragment Md4 lay on top of a later wall in secondary use. This
fragment was located 5.85 m west of Md3. All that remains of this fragment is the lower left
corner of the central triangle, a section of the base of the triangle base, and a very short
section of the lower left volute. The four capitals and fragments all lay roughly in line with
the eastern gate opening. One can only assume that the capitals are near their original location
and were used in the gate complex. Even Md4 is unlikely to have been moved very far into its
secondary use location.

Fig. 58. Fragment of Md4.
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Catalogue No. 41 (Md5).

Measurements. L 186; H 93; W 47; L. of base or of triangle unknown
Location. Presently at Mudaybi.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found in the Square N-9, Field B.
Stone material. Limestone.
Description. The capital was discovered face down just off the end of the pier wall. This
capital is virtually complete. The measurements are very close to those of Md1. Md5 also
shares all the characteristics of the other Mudaybi capitals: two outlines along the sides of the
central triangle, a base line for the triangle, no notch in the abacus, and nearly equally wide
spirals in the outside part of the volutes. The face of the capital is especially well-preserved.

Fig. 59. Findspot (left) of the Md5 and front face (right).

AIN SARA

Catalogue No. 42 (AS1).

Measurements. L 125; H 76; W 58?; L. of base or of triangle unknown
Location. It is located at Ain Sara, on the Wadi Kerak road 3,8 km west of Kerak. The capital
is cemented in an outdoor garden wall of the Ain Sara Park and Restaurant.
Findspot and Stratum unknown.
Stone material. Limestone.
Description. The capital from Ain Sara just west of Kerak, Jordan was found in 1983 in
secondary use in a modern wall. It is no more than 58 cm thick, the thickness of the modern
wall. This capital clearly has most of the characteristics of the Mudaybi examples: the sides of
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the triangle have a double outline; the volutes have on the outside three nearly equal spiral
outlines; the abacus has no apparent notch; and the triangle has a base separated from the
sides. The Ain Sara capital has one unique feature: the base has a double outline. The original
provenance of this capital is not known. It is reported to have been found in the vicinity of
Ain Sara.

Fig. 60. AS1 face, reused in modern wall.

TEL DAN

Catalogue No. 43 (TD1).

Measurements. L 90; H 50; Width of capital and the Length of base or of triangle unknown
Location.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found in secondary use embedded in the upper gate structure at
the site.
Stone material. Limestone.
Description. A fragment of this the left side volute is nearly complete, and a leaf is prominent
below the volute. But there is no evidence of the typical triangle; either the capital was
unfinished, or the remaining portion was weathered off or chiseled off as the stone was
reused. From the shape of the central area of the capital it would represent another new type
unlike any of Shiloh's five types. The base would be very narrow leaving almost no room for
a triangle. Also the innermost spiral of the volute seems to be aligned with the line forming
the side of the base. It seems too similar to the capitals of Hazor.
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Fig. 61. TD1 fragment and drawing.

Catalogue No. 44 (TD2).

Measurements are unknown.
Location. This capital can be found today in the official residence of the President of Israel.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found embedded in the floor south of the entrance to the
gateway (Area A, Locus 5133).
Stone material. Limestone.
Description. According to find spot of the capital we can assign it entrance of the upper gate
at the city. It is nearly same as M10. Volute lines begin at the top of the central triangle and
above the central triangle bottom same as M10 and it also has three tendril details on the top
of the triangle.

Fig. 62. Drawing of TD2.
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Catalogue No. 45 (TD3).

Measurements are unknown.
Location. It is kept today at the Hebrew Union College.
Findspot and Stratum. It was found in the same location with TD2.
Stone material. Limestone.
Description. It was not published yet so there is no any description and measurement. But it is
similar with the other capitals from Tel Dan.

AMMAN

Catalogue No. 46 (A1).

Measurements. L 60; H 50; W 40?; L. of base or of triangle unknown
Location. That found in 1993 excavation season by Dr. Mohammed Najjar. It is located in
The Amman Citadel Museum, Amman.
Findspot and Stratum. The capital fragment was discovered on the southern wall of the lower
citadel terrace approximately 300 meters east of the Roman temple at a location overlooking
the Roman Theater below.
Stone material. Limestone.
Description. The capital fragment preserves most of the left volute. The style of the fragment
is not absolutely certain since less than half the capital is preserved. Nevertheless, the portion
preserved seems to share features of the Mudaybi and Ain Sara capitals. The outside of the
volutes has three nearly equally wide spirals. The middle spiral widens as it approaches the
center. However, no abacus is present in the portion that remains. It appears to have an upper
leaf above the volutes. This capital fragment is unique among the Jordanian Proto-Aeolic
capitals in that it is double-faced. Three capitals from Megiddo and one each from Hazor and
Ramat Rahel have a double face. The usual interpretation of double-faced capitals is that they
lay on top of free-standing piers.
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Fig. 63. A1, fargment of left volute. Front side (left) and back side (right).

Catalogue No. 47 (A2).

Measurements. L 60; H 50; W 40?; L. of base or of triangle unknown
Location. It is located in The Amman Citadel Museum, Amman.
Findspot and Stratum. It has been uncovered on an unknown occasion in excavations inside
the citadel.
Stone material. Limestone.
Description. This capital fragment was reported to have been discovered in excavations at the
site. The portion preserved was the right half of the Proto-Aeolic capital. This capital has been
completed with the addition of a replica left half. This capital is significantly different from
the other Jordanian examples of Proto-Aeolic capitals. The central triangle is much narrower
and has only one outline. Also this capital lacks the oculi. Further, in this capital, the middle
spiral of the volute is much wider than the other two. There is no evidence of a base on the
remaining portion of the capital. Although the replica does not show an abacus, a close look at
the right portion of volute A2 does show a possible abacus. This capital has more features
similar to Type A.

Fig. 64. A2 face, left side is reconstruction.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Map 1. Finding areas of the Proto-Aeolic capitals.
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the Proto-Aeolic capital.

Fig. 2. Stages of dressing.
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Fig. 3. The different types of the Proto-Aeolic capitals.
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Fig. 4. The proto-Aeolic capitals of Hazor, used at a later Fig. 5. Reconstruction of entryway.
period (end of 9th cent.) as a shelter for a clay-oven.

Fig. 6. Megiddo. Distribution of capitals by Findspot.
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H1, left side; H2, right side.

Fig. 7. The two largest Megiddo capitals. When placed back to back they served as a base for
a pillar or cultic pole. M4 has 4 tenon holes and M5 has two tenon holes.

Fig. 8. The Sun-God tablet from Sippar.

Fig. 9. Proto-Aeolic votive capital from
Golgoi, Cyprus.

Fig. 10. Samaria. Distribution of capitals

Fig. 11. Samaria. Restorated positioning

by Findspot.

on engaged pillars along wall.
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Fig. 12. Ramat Rahel. Distribution of capitals

Fig. 13. A general view of the Ramat Rahel.

by Findspot.

Fig. 14. Plan of Mudaybi.
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Fig. 15. Approximate location of Mudaybi Proto-Aeolic capitals in Gate Area.

Fig. 16. Atop an engaged pier,

Fig. 17. Atop a shallow engaged pier,

with the back abutting the wall.

partly sunk into the wall.

Fig. 18. Atop a freestanding pillar, exposed on all four sides.
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Fig. 19. The standart depiction of

Fig. 20. Composite floral capital from the tomb of

palm tree from Assur reliefs

Sennadjem at Thabes. 20. Dynasty (1185-1069
BC.)

Fig. 21. Late Hititte I (1200-950 BC)

Fig. 22. Stele 1428 from Mycenae Grave

orhostad from Alacahöyük.

circle A. Second millennium BC.
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Fig. 23. ‘Feathered Prince’ fresco. Found

Fig. 24. A basal offshoot emerging from a

from the south entrance to the central court

triangular branch stub compared with the

of the palace at Knossos. 2th millennium BC.

typical volute and triangle.
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